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WEEKLY KENTUCKY vii ERA,
HOPKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, SEPEMBER 21 1888. VOLUME XIX. NO. 13
OUR OPENING!
The Biggest Day in Or Eistory!
Everybody's verdict, that our display the
'finest ever seen in Southern Kentucky and prices
the lowest in the State.
New goods arrive daily, come in and look.
BASSETT & CO.,
"Wreckers of High Prices."
Ple,Dicken & Wall,
(Successors to PYE & WALTON )
will occupy this space with interesting matter,
as soon as they return from the Eastern mar-
kets, where they are now buying goods.
WATCH FOR THEM.
'88  THE GREAT '88
TENNESSEE FAIR,
WEST SIDE PARK, NASI-WI11J,LE1 TENN-
COMMENcES SEPT. Pd, AND gONTINUES SEVEN DAYS
*WWI;öáiWjiisiwEfitc*ftwitivisitir syssul-swirlit
inns Ifiebn1191111,11TO IIIC1111141111 THE pitillt.ORT OF PATRollie.
great Nellie Burk
bug se Cheri.' Races.
Allisls1410*Pruitt,'e. 
le grili Oat a
HMOs •41314 lee %eh day. PREIMIS, $15,000
If Fi„,k,ms eligstase wets°4.1% ig*011 T,wili gly• Oft'
Hallos:1e lailesnaiona, etiolating of
ba 10..n reels. Lalluen liatienalua with
tripe** performance* atld Paraltabtile
dos:soul Yruin the L loud*,
asellifillr ins Issas Tia-offts..
Site venue boon EbtarrildidilsaV1 1 :for": irs: 2 RACES EAca DAY.I be •RACES EACH IVY'
will to alogetlier the best Fair ear held In this (.euntry. Thd lariat display of stock star ksown In this staelloa VIII be there.
Half Fare on all Railroads. Accommodations for 4e,000 People Have Been Made,
G. M. FOGG,Presidenr For catalogue address, C. H. GILLOCK, Secretary.
THREE WONDERFUL
Sou !MMus.
TUE NEW SINGES' ACTOW•TIC
(Stogie Thread). It Runs with a Breath.
VMS NEW SINGER VIBRATOR,





• RIS MONA MANUFACTURING COMPANY
201 Male street, Hopkinsvitle, Ky.
115 TON
pen Lereven Pearl new/arc arum
MASON' SCALES,
Taro beam •••I Boom Ikea,
S ea and
Amain. p.•. (rental -Nene*
• paver ea*
smuaiuI
Bore From Knee to Ankle.
Sikhs entirety g•ne wie•h a maim et
disease Leg diminished one
third in iliac. Vendittein hope-
less. Cured by illeCiatlesarta
idensedies.
For three ears I War almost crippled with
an awful ii. re leg from my knee down to my
ankle; the sk n was entirely gm 0. and the fle-li
555 ous mese of Matta some physicians pre-
tounced it incurable. It h‘d tImIsished about
one-third the man of the other, and I was in a
hopelea condition. After trying all kinds of
remedies •nd aeuding hundreds of it liars,
from which I got no relief whatever. I w•s per -
'turfed to try your CrTicrit A Hirornits, and
the result was as follows: After three days I
noticed a decided ehange for the better, and at
the end of two months I was completely cured.
My flesh was puniest, and the boa which had
been este/tied for over a t mit, got sound. The
flesh began to grow, gad to-day, and for nearly
two years oast. toy I.‘ is as well as liver it was,
sound in every respect, and not alder' ot the
disease! tv be seen.
MG. A HYMN, Dubois, Dodge c ha.
T•rribi• Suffering free. shin Die.
011111100.
I have been • terrible sufferer for years from
diseases of the skin and blood, and have been
obliged to shun public places by reason of my
disfiguring footsore Have had the best of phy
lemons and spent hundreds of dollars, but got
no relief until I twit the Ct-tict'it• Riazoles,
which hays cured me, and left my skin ss clear
and my blood as cure as a child's
IDA MAT liAsS, Olive Branch P. 0., Miss.
Irons III Pounds to 179 Penedo.
I have taken several bottles of Crvicca
lissoLv ger with all the results I could wild]
foe. About this Wile last year. when commen-
cing its use, I weished 145 tumour, and to day
I weigh 172 potted..
CAMPBILLI, Washington, 1). C.
NOT'S —The CuTICilis Hulot-vast% is I cyond
all doubt the greatest blood purifier ever coin-
pounded.
Cuticura, the great skin cure, and Cuticura
Soap prepared from it, ex ternally,anil Cutiuura
Resolvent. the new blood purifier, internally,
aro a positive cure tor every torn of skin and
blood disease, from pidoples to scrofula
Sold everywhere. Price: Cat teute. W.;
Soap. 1 e.; V.esolvent. $1. Prepared by the
Potter Ilreg and L heroical t u., Boston. Maas.
sok.fload fur -Bow to Cure Skis Disease,"
Ai pages. be Illustratioss, and 1011 tatlisonlals
BABY'S Skis and scale preserved and beati-fied siCcricca• MIDic•Tan Soar
How My Back Aches!
Back ache. Kidney Pains, and weak-
ness, •orrne.., Lamenes., Strains and
Pain relieved In one minute
by the Collrura Aoll.Palu
Piaster. The tint and only pain-killing
Plater 23 °cote.
IINIPEECEBENTED 4TTE4CTION1
U Over a Million Distributed!
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP?
Incorporated by the Legislature in lana, for
Educational and Charitable purposes, and its
franchise made a part of the present State Con-
stitution, in lark, by an overwhelming popular
vote
It. Grand Extraordinary Drawings take
place Semi•Asnually, (June and December)
and its Grand Single Number Drawings take
place on each of the other ten months in the
year. and are all drawn in public, at the Acad-
emy of Music, New Orleans. La.
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and Semi-
Annual Drawings of the i.otosiana State Lot-
tery Company, and In person manage and con-
trol the Dra w togs themsel va, and that the same
are conducted with honesty, fairness, and in
rood faith toward all parties, and we authorize
the Company to use ChM Certificate, With fac-
simile, of our signatures! attached. in its silver-
thementa."
essannatent•ners.
We the undersigned Banks and Bankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun-
ters
R. IN. WALMISLET,
Pres. Louislooa National Bank.
P. LANAI X,
Pres. State National Bank.
A. SIALDWIN,
Pres. Neer Orleans Notional Bank.
CARL KORN,
Pres. Isl.. !latitenal Bank.
Grand Monthly Drawing
In the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday, October 9, 1S8$.
APITAL FRIZE $300.000.
100.000 Tickets at Twenty Dollars
"wick. Halves $10; Quarters 1111;
Tenths 511; Twentieths et.
LINT Or PEW.
I PRIZE OV $300,C00 Is  $1100,000
I '• of 100,000 Is 100,000
OF 10,000 areP1111,ifl
of MAO is   











100 Prises of 000 are .,„ 140.000
100 Prises of $SW are  SLOW
100 Prises of 0100 are
TISSII1DIAL
ONO Prizes of 100 are  119.900
 100,1100
3,134 Prizes, amounting to $1,044,500
Note—Ticketa drawing Capital Prizes are not
entitled to terminal prises.
For Club Rates. or any further information
desired. write legibly to the undersigned,
clearly stating your residence, with tate.
County. Street and Number. More rapid re-
turn Mad ,Ielivery will be assured V sour en-
closing an enveiope heaving lour f 11 address.
Send Postal Notes, ncttre Money 'Oraers, or
new ydik Exchange id or gary letsee Cur-
reneyll exyress ;ay our eteetee) addremett to
M. A. DAVPNIN.
New erl•Ine.
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. C
- - 7
A‘ligrAillealiiiIIITra A t.sew Orleans, Da.
R§31Eillielt That the practice of./ General. flesuregard
ad ar y, who are Inc arge of the draw lugs,
Is a guarintesof absolute fairness and integrity,
that the <Manes, are all equal, and that no one
can possibly divine what 114111i147111 will draw a
Prise.
WIER ENV MIER that the payment of Prises
I. GICARANTEED BY 10111 NA-
TIONAL NARKS of New Orie•na, awe; he
Tickets are signed by the President of Is in.
Mutton. whoa chartered rights are rmx•Ittlis-
d in the highest Courts; therefore, beware of
ny imitations or anonymous schemes.
11EIMEZ°111.1ELMIA
Few4le- College
open AL:GUST fft, Ike!tt, with
• run nee ty epeeist rata to pupils desiring
to enter the classes in ElOeytion ,Music, Art






Surpasses sit atm reistattan In hese mon easily
mast by young and old, more prompt and *Rte.,
ties In cleansing the system, dispelling COLDS.
114f.ADACHES and FIVERS, and it is the only
ready that will ariessiontly CURE habitual
CONSTIPATION
by giving strength to the organs *high acts,
so that regulai habits may bglom.d, _141,
" riESFECIty SAFE' iN (ALL 'visits,.C .
Syrup of Figs
port not gripe, sicken or debilitate. It acts gently,
yet pron.o/y and thoroughly, on the kidn•ys,
Near, stomach and krowels, and dom, sot ems-





CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.,
or sax Ywunco,C•i. Ltniiseil.1.1, Kt.
New Voss, N Y.
Per Sale is pc and et cso Bottles
By sU Leaduag Lbragama
CONDENSED NEWS.
Nashville will organize e
Club.
seesaw Beck is improving repitlly
anti will goon be tetek st work.
Tweety loorewe were Unroofed in
Washingtou Send*, afternoon by a
storm.
Near Esst St. Louis nine ruffians
came UpOil a man and wife out fishing,
chased the man away and forced his
wife to submit to many Indignities.
Cy a vote of 21 LO 20 the eetiate yes-
teriley refused to reconsider the Chi-
nese and It goes to the president.
At San Antonio, Tem., four etolidren
were burned to death by the explosion
of a can of coal oil. An attempt to kin-
tili loena. lire with the oil caused the explo-
The recent cyclone which passed -over
Cuba was the most disaetrous ever
known The loss of life wall be up to
near a ttitlii•nailli and the loee of property
up in the millions.
Nashville was as dry ma a tariff speech
Sunday, every saloon in the city being
closed tight and fast by their proprietors
who feared iroprismainent II the judge's
orders were violated.
Indictments were found by the grand
jury at the present tern' of the circuit
wen in Bowling Green alpinist five
citizens of that place for selling "blue
lick" cider, the most powerful and vile
Intoxicant yet manufactured for evading
the local option law.
Two cousins named Steele and Mocks-
bee got on a mein at biologic sterling,
Ky., tied (meek iii the baggage car until
the next station, some ten miles off, was
reached. There the conductor put them
off to finish the fight. They drew their
revolvers and continued to tight until
Mockabee got a bullet in his brain.
Judge Montgomery, recently tiorni;
Dated for congrese in the Fourth dietrict,
says that the late contest between Mr.
Clemente and himself for the nomination
has left no dissensions in the district
and that ke his heard of no refusal to
acquiesce In the mama. Ile says the
distrIct will give a larger Democratic
majority ;hail it gave to Buckner for
whom some Democrats refused to vote.
to their own sincere regret.
Joseph Cannon, a young Philadelphia
bar-tender, while inspecting with a com-
panion the new Keystone National Bank
building, walked into the big vault that
had just been finished. His companion
accidentally closed the doors and was
unable to reopen them. The doors had
caught in some way, anti at last reports
were still closed, although stremuoue
efforts were being made by skilled me-
chanics to open the vaults and release
Cannot'.
Judge Thurman was kept busy last
week receiving callers, arid was unable
to get time to work on his letter bf ac-
ceptance, However, he is now at work
on it and it may be looked for in a day
or two. It has been settled that the
Judge will speak at three placed in In-
diana, Shelbyville being the only one
thus far decided on. lie goes to Wash-
ington on legal business about the first
of October and at that tine may include
a trip to Brooklyn and New York.
But that matter has not yet been settled.
The Democracy of the sixth Kentucky
congresseionsi dietriet held a grand
ratification w •eti rig Wednesday, at
Erlanger, seven miles from Covington,
on the Cinclunati Southern railroad.
The occasion was to ratify the nomina-
tion of Hun. John G. Carlisle, as con-
greesmen from that dietrict, who was
on the preceding day, chosen by accla-
mation. Senators John McKenna, of
West Virginia; Hons. J. C. S. Black-
burn, and J. A. McKenzie, J.G.Carlisle,
W. C. Owens, 'I'. F. Hallam and other
distinguished Democrats present.
A week ago an overseer lowed Halley
hying in Crawfiard vountY, Ark., adult
end killed e negro wiel wee tryloig to
steel some cotton. The limy exonerated
Hadley on the ground of self-defense.
Sunday night (Mende of the dead negro
called Bailey out with tile evident In-
tention of lynching hhu, but when lie
appeared with a double-barreled-shot-
gun in his !mode they to ik to their
heels, leaving stook thirty yards of new
rope in Bailey's yard, which he utilized
the next morning for a well rope, say-
ing that they load saved him the expenee
of buying a new one..
Tvsenty-four Ywedis,11 undilene, relig-
ion in one from 19 to 25, arrived at Cas-
tle Garden 'Vueittlay Ott the steamer
liekia. They estate first cahin on the
vessel, mid were put through the gar-
den as a mere matter of formality. It
was learned that ell hail come to this
country under coutracte to marry. the
contracts being drawn up In New York.
The entire party left the garden Jut
night, four going to prospective ions-
bands lli Brooklyn anti the remainder
out west. The engagements were made
by the aid of photographe and cam is iuier-
able correepontience.
lion. Henry N\atterson iuis wade and
will fill the following spointuneets to
speak hi the cities timed : Hartford,
Conn., September 18; New Haven,
Conn., September, 19; 'Praetor', N. J ,
September 20; Patterson, N. J., Sep-
tember 21; Newark, N. J., September
22; Rochester, N. Y. September 2,A;
Elmira, N. Y., September 25i 'Buffalo,
ri),teu4ker 4a; *ramose, N. y.,
4eItteutber 2; Cleyeland, taido, Sep-
tember 2§; teetrolt, Mich.. September
22. From iletreit Mr. watttpois re-
turns to Loulleeille, reaching there
Monday evenhig, October 1.
George Behind, a highly esteemed
citizen and well-to-do farmer, living
near Somerset, Ky., wail /tweeted by a
noise in tAis emoire_house before day
Seturilay woreing root went to find the
ceuee. lie hail hardly got into the yard
when he was fired upon a itli a shotgun
loaded w ith buckshot. T wo shot entered
his abdomen. lie lingered Ill a half
comatose state until evening, when lie
died, Ile was able to talk at times, and
made an attlavit giving the name of the
assassin. He says lie saw him run alter
the shot was fired and recognized hine
It Is claimed that the man Is a well-
known citizen who stands high and has
the confidence of the people Iresierally.
The offleere refuse to give lilt! name otoil
he has seen arrtited.
w reek ooerrtiti oil the Baltimore *
0111Q railroad Friday morning, at
Ankenytow to Station, about thirty
miles south of Mansfield, 0. At that
place • freight train hail gone upon a
side-track to let the north-bound ex preee
pass. The train, which was loaded
with returning G. 'A.. 14. yetenativi ad
other pustregure, was stoning at full
sredoverthezltc1i, when liu l•agg a ge
car tiie rea:1 CtllWed witiitlie
kwoaotiveortisfrtigit,eidlngip
over the top of It and tearing off the
steam dome. The remaining care of
the passenger tiain, with the exceptior
of the sleepers, were j mimed mum
the wrecked engine and baggage-car
'Fero men were killed outright, ant
about thirty more or less seriously
wounded.
•
BOOK-KEEPING, SHORT-HAND, TELEGRAPHY, PENMANSHIP, Etc.
Who desires td better his or her condi ihomi iKEta
BRYAIV &yrRA 
s
. THIRD SYRILIC7. !of..
-EupwicciogrAor..!
Grand Display!
Never equaled in the South! Prices lower than ever
before! Don't miss seeing it,
Hendrick's China Hall,
209 N. College Street. NASHVILLE, Tenn.
STATE COLLEGE OF KENTUCKY'
 ZIGHTEEN PROTBSSORS AND INSTSVCII0i8, 
Agricultural and Mechanical, Scientific, Engineering, classical. Normal VOW, Military Tac-
tics, Commercial and Preparatory Coeresta efittede.
--COUNTY APPOINTEES EIECEIVED EKES OW TUITION.—
Pall ter& begin/ September 12. is. ifbr eataiogni. add tither intoniottioh'addreas
iflitC!St!Vt#TII* eliDeca•
FC)P
Pino's Cure for Con-
sumption is also the best
Cough Medicine.
If you have s Cough
•Titbout Owego of the
p4tigo, fio• (Ipsei igra
you need. But if you ne-
glect this ego y means of
flafetYt the alight Cough
may become a serious
matter, and several bot-
tles will be required.
N M P T 1C,N
0
 The BUYERS' GUIDE Is
issued March and Dept,
each year. It Is an ency.
clotactia of useful info,.
nation for all who pur-
chase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. We
oan clothe you mad .f.gRicrgiill Wit4 .$41 the neeseeed ,... 000~1
TiltWes kt r4./I. WI slitans,
pat. gala. hunt, erwh, go to obitpoh,
9r stef It hone, esd In vssisui atom,
pityles tiad quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can mike • fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,
MONTGOMERY WARD A CO.
U1-114 *tableau Avenue. Chicago, III.
••••
A special from Catlettsburg says that
there waa another Invasion of Kentucky
by the West Virginians last Friday
night. The McCoy faction a:tempted
to arrest a man named Cage, whose
neighbors rallied to his support. Ito the
fight that follosted two of the West,Vir-
ginians were killed and two others bad-
ly wounded. None of the Kentoorky
faction were injured. Just what will
be the outcome of the feud no one can
tell. , During the last month the West
Virginians have raided the Keritticklans
twice and have lost five men killed out-
right. A total annihilation of one or
the other factions would seem to be the
only thing that can restore peace.
elville Demirel. • Dakota man, is
&we In York State boaethig of his
wealth and ugliness. Ile inel,ts that his
pile is $5,000,00J high in cull, flanked
with 100,000 head of stock. His head
Is abnormaily large, as well as his pile,
and his hair IS so red that lie has been
frequently mistaken for a danger
signal at railroad stations oil dark
nights. Years ago when he settled in
Dakota, road agents were eutnerous
and bold. Mounted on a white horse he
started On at land pre:pecting tour and
run against it party of hold-ups They
exatuined him carefully and silently,
but at a distance, and one of them ex-
claimed: "Great Scott, boys, its the
the devil on horseback! Let's git!"
and off they fled. Dennon is now in
search of a wife, and is willing to bal-
ance hie looruely looks with cold cash.
Let the Dead Rest.
r• cowardly blackmeller named Saw-
yer publishes at Louisville a vile, Inde-
cent and scurrilous sheet which he calls
the "Southern Journal." This so called
Southern Journal, lie makes the medium
through which in a sneekieg, skulking
manner lie emptye the vials of his wrath
upon the beetle of those parties who do
not happen to agree with him in his
dogmatic assertions and bigotted state-
ment . This so-called Southern Jour-
nal lie declares is the organ of the Pro-
hibition party of Kentucky, and ammo-
leg the power of God's vice—Getent lie
scuds to the gloomy regions of hell every
man, woman and child In the state who
does Pot substritse for his filthy sheet
and aid In circulating this reeking ve-
hicle of abuse.
This sublimely egotistical and con-
ceited ass, Sawyer, he by name, untie
one hundred suinietere of the gospel to
hell in each issue of his immaculate and
sweet-scented Journal while hie pious
lips are pronouncing the holy, Godlike
injunction, "Judge not that you be not
Judged."
It is not the purpose of the writer to
enter into the discussion of prohibition.
lie hair a high respect for the cause and
for the noble men and women who are
enlisted under its banner. But he Is
sorry to see a measly-mouthed, coward-
ly cur like tins same Sawyer, dictating
the policy of the Prohibltioodats of Ken-
tucky. Sawyer's idea, if his senseless
gabble and nieseieglese twaddle may
be digultied with the name, put into
practice would mean anarchy and rev-
olution. His bad logic and worse Eng-
lish may be attributed to ignorance but
this extract from his paper of Sept. 1st
can be attributed only to brutal bigotry
and miserable meanness:
A leading young Democrat is in fa-
vor of suppressing the Southern Journal
as a means ot stopping the growth of
Prohibition sentiment ill Kentucky. He
thinks the National Liquor Dealers'
Union should tend their energies to that
end. That shows how well he is posted.
they have been doing that thing right
along for years. Poor Iellow,lie is some-
what innocent yet, but lie is in a very
bad crowd, and will soon be eating
l 
at 
u r goo" and making
VV
drunken ha-
rangues like III Henry!leer that killed him-
Hopidneville, a few weeks ago.
Mr. henry is sleeping silently in his
grave, powerless to defend himself from
the b tee, shooderoue lied which could
only coon., from a coward like Sawyer.
A steak attacking the living through
the shadows ul the dead. The malicious
Ile ehieli Ole article Limitation Is well
ItIloWil to taveryoue who knew Will Hen-
ry, and everyone who knew biota will
agree that Will Henry, when he had
yielded to Ills one weakness, Was a no-
bler gentleman than the coward who
has attacked his memory.
Personal abuse, vile slanders, mailed-
oua lies, wilful misrepresentation, un-
warrarited perversion, and cowardly in-
'lineations will accomplish far less foe
Proltibitiou than fair reaeonioui hued





tiov• ilubt. 1.. Taylor, in his joint de-
bate with Mr. Hawkins at Joileettoro,
gave an apt and forcible, if a homely,
illtestration of the sophistries of the pro-
tectionist argument that high tariff
taxes imputed upon the people adds to
their prosperity. "if a miller should
say, 'the more toll I take the more meal
you get,' it would be just as reasona-
ble," maid tile governor. Ahd that
the protectioodst eiahuii, otrtpieel .4101
the eoplastries elit‘ Cent And demagogy,
with whiela L heli Welt obscured. Pro-
tection 14 tutentileti to itiortisae the price
of the protected article, and It dots so at
the expense of every man Ili A werica,
for it is a tax levied upon marry of the
prinie necessaries of life which all must
use. Of the fruit of every 111111'S toll, of,
the product of every man:sindostry, the
protected "mill,erl.'. tekee toil, end lie
coolly tells the uOmplatniug citieeu hitt)
whose 'tome" lie has made so large a
hole, diet the more he tithe' the more he
will leaVe• lie erguee that the chief
benefit of his plan is really with the man
from whow the toll Is taken and not
with the Wail Who takes it. And he
sornetimee eucceede iii proving this not
only to his awn, but to other iempit
satisfaction.
Hob leyror's mflier could dud pleety
of arguunents, analogous to dome made
by protectionlete and just as strong, in
support of his Ciailn, He !night argue
dist by doublieg the amount of his toll
he would be enabled to largely lecrease
the capacity of his mill anti thereby fur-
nish employment at good wages to more
workingmen; he could also provide
them with a honie market tor all their
corn and wheat, for the more toll be was
permitted to take the more :grain he
would be able to buy. A‘rid, arge:
metit would tQutc lirecotalale. qmita
can successfully contredlot so plein and
simple 5 wapositlan. Anti as under
this profound economic systetto the wil-
ier continued to wax rich, of course he
would continue to increase his demand
for grain, to extend the capacity of his
mill, to employ inure laborers, pay bet-
ter wages, and—take more toll. And in
a few years the community bleated with
such a wise toll "eysteto,"i aoch a saga-
clime and phtlanthropic miller and such
seueibie anti pettily-spirited farulers
wotild be faunal far end wide for its
wealth end prosperity.
We don't believe, however, that any
miller has ever succeeded in convinciug
the farmers of any community of the
wisdom of such a scheme.
As soon as Chicago's numeroue bur-
glars have acquired all the personal
property belonging to the rest of the
citizens they will probably form a trust
in order to secure mortgages on the real
estate, which is too heavy o ca;ry
%TATE LEAGUE.
An Important Address Issued by
Chairman Alford, of the State
Central Committee.
The followieg important announce-
ment has been issued by lion. N. C.
Alford, chairman of the Stale Demo-
cratic Central Committee, anti Presi-
dent of the League of Democratic -Clubs:
"The Hon. Frank Hurd, the distin-
guirdied Democratic statesman, of Ohio,
will address the Kentucky League of
Democratic Cluba, in Louisville, on
Thursday, October 4, on the Mimes of
the current campaign. It is probable
that a number of Kentucky congress-
nice and the senators, as well as leading
politician's from other states, will be
present "
"Each club now enrolled on the books
at the League headquarters, and that
may be enrolled before the day of meet-
ing, is entitled to live delegates to the
League meeting and one additional del-
egate for every one hundred members.
"It is much to be desired that the vice-
presidents of the league for each con-
gressional district, the chairman of every
Democratic committee, and other active
Democrats will take inonediate steps to
perfect organizations, making It so
thorough that 110 precinct *hall be with-
out at least one club, and all imbued
with the spirit of the work, and zealous
to give President Cleveland's adminis-
tration such an indorsement in Novem-
ber as shall thrill every truly Demo-
cratic heart in the the Union, and to
send an unbroken Democratic delega-
tion to represent Kentucky in the next
congress.
"These clubs, as fast as formed, should
wort promptly to the corresponding sec-
retary of tie league at the Louisville head
quarters—hot oi.li .that they may claim
their representation, but that they may
be in line for active co-operation with
the other members of that body. Mem-
bership is not conditioned upon the pay-
ment of an admission fee or the incur-
ring of any involuntary expense what-
ever, and it is so essential to that pro-
nouneed success .which the party Is
striving to achieve that no one of them
should be indifferent as to connection
with the state organization.
"The occasion of Mr. Hurd's visit to
the State league will be made a proud
day for the Kentucky Democracy.
"M. C. Amino,
"Chairman State Central Committee
and President of the League."
The Good Work Goes On.
'I' lie walls of the Universalist church
ou North Main street are tip, and the
towers are now being built. 'thou who
contributed to the building fund are re-
quested to call on F. P. Renshaw, treas-
urer, at hie place of business on Main
street, and pay their subscription.
There are several hundred dollars yet to
be raised to enable the committee to have
the church completed. We hope that
our good people will manifest the same
spirit that was manifested at Minneapo-
lis, Minn., on the 4th Sunday in August
last,at the dedication of the Second Uni-
verealiet church in that city, which had
just been completed at a cost of $30,000.
Quite a number of the pastors of the
various churches in that city dismissed
their cologregatione to take part in the
services, prominent among whom were
Rev. Dr. Stryker, Presbyterian; Rev.
J. B Starkey, Methodist; Rev. Geo. R.
Wel.1111, C011igregatIOIlllliat 1, Rev. H. W.
Simmons, Unitarian. The sermon was
preached by Dr. E. L. Rexford. Pre-
vious to the sentences of dedication an
appeal was made for funds to clear the
church of a $7,000 debt. The appeal
was conducted by Rev. J. H. Starkey,
a Methodist api400pal clergymen, who
succeeded in less than half an hour's
time in raising 10,000, and at the even-
ing tiervicein this same liberal and noble
hearted clergy snail with another appeal
le regular Methodist style succeeded in
raising the remaining one thousand dol-
lar*. Will the friends of Universalism
who are so ea' neatly struggling for a
church home in this city, receive from
the good people of ilopkinsvIlle a like
manifestatioe, or will the cold shoulder
of sectaearianiem and selfieliness be
turned to them? tVe'll see what we'll
see. X•
Chnoxiceyudi Little WIWI.
Nw Yok14, Sept. 17 —Clukuucey M.
jlepew has contributed to the preeelen-
tial yawner e sensation that surprises
and conk-mud* the Bepubllesne. In-
stead of bearing testimony to the evithu-
Mum of the English for Democratic
policy, and helpitee the false cry of
"Free Trade," as he was expected to do,
Mr. Depew relates this incident of his
travels: "I met an Englishman, and he
was a nobleman of high education, who
had traveled all around the world anti
mooch in America, who was in favor of
ilarrisoll'a election. 1 a as somewhat
surprised, for Harrison is hardly known
Oyes there even by name, eud $ asked
him why, lie said it wee heektutie a tar-
iff reduction), suigi liAt was proposed
by the Deouiesam, would he a tutu] thing
tue kite irgiiahu tuanutacturere, for it
esiattle the Aniericans to compete
with them in the markets 01 the world,
while moiler the present ssetem the
Englishmen have everything their own
a ay. Ills opielon wee that with free
raw material American maeufacturers,
would betenne formidable eouipetitors,
to the detriment of Englielo mane/ate
toirers."
The Repoiblieap tustutageire have made
zealous t 9,ortai to imitice Mr. Depew to
teteact Or modify the stateruente so
damaging to their cruise, but their at-
tempts are unavailing,
_
Dreamers' Day at the Ceateunial.
Saturday last was Drunimere Day at
the Cincinnati Centennial Expotoitiou,
and the traveling men haviato head-
quartere in that city teemed en inn-
ineolee paradt, tate diviaitut of which
was ondar the superintendence of Jas,
kiumpea, a former merchant of Hopkins-
vide. The Cineinsiatti Enquirer et
Sunday Mao cooltained the followleg
concernitig an ex-ilopkiusvillian.
Colonel Joeepli N. Rice. the aitentaet
grand tuarehei of the parade, is Well
known In Cincinnate, Born In Mop-
kinoville, Ky., thirty-four yeare ago, he
came to this city when quite a boy and
learned the retail dry gouda bedewed
After clerking five years for a Fifth-
Street house he bought out his employer,
but subsequently net with reverses arid
went on the road. He repreeeota M.
Bishop et Sons and travels lb aitliana.
Mr. Rice- aerated, ooe terse lii council in
this sttY, 14 Yiee.Preeldenl of the Duck-
worth Citob., and servea two seam as
director of the local 'I'. P. A. He is




CatiTLKBLItY, KY., Sept. 1701.--Our
section was visited by the hardest rain
and winil atom about A o'clock last
Sattirilay evening that we have had this
year, considerable tia.nage was done to
freshly plowed latiil and roads that had
been recently worked. The growing
crops of corn and tobacco were badly
broken &Ilil tangled.
I ur neighboring town, St. Charles,
just across die line in Hopkins county,
is 'suffering from an epidemic of typhoid
fever there have been about thirty-two
cases, and several deaths, but the disease
teems to be somewhat abating at present.
Mr. L B. Galoway of the firm of
Galoway at Bro. of St. Charted, has been
very low but his attendmog physicians
revert Ionia much better' yesterday
evening.
11. CB
Domestic Industries Not Endangered
by the Rills Bill.
Maysville Itulletin.
The average rate of tariff on imported
articles is, under the existing law,
$47.10 on every $100. 'I lie Mills bill re-
duces It to $42.49, a reduction of $4 61 on
the $100.
The liquor and silk schedules remain
as they are under the existing law, for
the reason that they cover luxuries that
people who use them can afford to pay
for.
In the schedule which is that of drugs
and chemicals, the present rate of 32.87
per cent is reduced to 28.17. The whole
labor coot In manufacturing these arti-
cles In this country is only 10 9 per cent
and as the bill /eaves more than twice
the per cent of labor cost there can be no
danger to that Industry.
The next schedule is glees and earth-
enware, which is reduced from 59.55
per cent to 52 17 per cent. 'rise labor
cost is 41 per cent and as this cost is
more than covered by the tariff fixed by
the Mills bill, It is Impossible for this
industry to suffer.
Next on the hit is metals. The duty
is brought down from 40 77 per cent to
38.47 per cent. There is certainly noth-
ing revolutionary In this, or anything
calculated to destroy this line of in-
duT8the rY.duty on steel rails lose been re-
duced to $11 a ton, which amount is
equivaleet to more than double the en-
tire labor cost of the rails. There is no
danger in this to the rail industry. And
the only effect the reduction will have
will be to cut down a little of Mr. Car-
negie's profit of $1,600,000 a year from
his Braddock, Pa., works.
On wood and woodenware the rate is
reduced from 18 per cent. to 17.40 per
cent. The re luctien is too small to re-
quire further notice.
Sugar comes down from 78.15 per cent.
to 62.31 per cent and yet nobody seems
to complain about it.
The duty on provisions under the ex-
isting law is 24 43 per cent and under
the Mills bill It Is left at 23 39 There is
certainly 110 danger ins that.
The average rate of duty on manufac-
tures of cotton is 39.99 per cent. It la
left by the Mills bill at 39.07 per cent.
A difference of 92 centa on the $100 will
hardly drive the cotton manufacturing
industry off this contineet. The labor
coot is 21 6 per cent.
Hemp, jute and flax goods are reduced
from an average of 28.10 per cent. to
21.91 per cent. The reduction is very
email, everything considered, and can-
not hurt this branch of industry in any
way, rautothe labor cost is far below the
tariff 
Under the present tariff laws wool and
woolen goods pay an average rate of
58.81. The Mills bill leaves it at 38.69,
a reduction of $20 on every $100. This
reduction seems large, but it was caused
by eliminating raw wool from the cal-
culation and putting it on the free list.
But the woolen manufacturer is not In-
jured; lie is benefited. The woolen
manufacturer by the existing law gets
compensation for the taxation on wool,
and 35 per cent protection for the man-
ufactured product. By the Mills bill he
It given free wool and 40 per cent pro-
tection on his manufactared goods. In-
stead of being injured he is positively
benefited to the amount of $5 on the $100
more than he is by the existing law.
Here is what the woolen manufacturers
said to congress • few years ago. It
was In the form of a oocumunication
addressed to the United States Revenue
Croem:issioner to be submitted to con-
gress: 
committee do not hesitate to af-
firm that, independently of considera-
tions of general public policy demanding
a duty on wool, the woolen manufac-
turers of this country would prefer the
total abolition of the specific duties pro-
toiled they could have all their raw ma-
terial duty free and an actual net pro-
tection oh 25 per cent.
This address signed by the executive
committee of tile National Association
of iVool Manufacturers and by John L.
llayee, then secretary, shows conclu-
sively that neither reduction of the duty
on woolen goods, nor placIng raw wool
Oil the free litt will work any injury to
that Maoist'''. All they wanted was free
wool and 25 per cent protection, but the
Mills bill gives them free wool arid 40
per cent protection.
Oil the schedule embracing books,
pspers, etc., the duty under the present
law 1. 2-2.13 per cent. The Mills bill
leaves It at 22 06, a reduction of 7 cents
on the $100. It cannot therefore be
claimed that thip line of buelneee is in-
jured.
Now comes the free list:
Wool in a raw state is admitted free In
order to cheapen the ciothIng of the peo-
ple and to give to our workmen In this
country the making 'of the $44,000,000
worth of woolea goods that are annually
imported.
The next largest Item on the free list
is tin 'Amu, not a pound of which is
made In the United States. But it is
found in the homes of all our people In
one shape or another. 'floe canning
business and other induatrlee using for-
eign du would be greatly benefited by
its coming into the country free.
The next item Is salt, a blessing placed
everywhere for the use of man, and an
article that ought no more to be taxed
than water. The Democrats have re-
moved the duty on this article and given
back to the people the bounty Providence
has prepared for them.
Flax, hemp and juts are cm the free list
because the industry is passing away in
spite of all dm fostering core given to It,
and there le not a ghost of a chance of
recialunitor It under protection, so it was
put on the list to come luto this country
duty free.
Opium, not an ounce of which is
grown in the United States, was put on
the free list foe the benefit of the pick
atel oufferieg. Not a business enterprise
In the land can be injured by giving
cheap medicine oh the best kind for the
reoffering sick and perhatie the dying.
The Democrats put cotton-ties on the
free list. The duty collected on thew is
$120 000 annually. They ate made
cheaper in Europe thee In thie country
and contisme to come in In spite of pro-
teetiost, and as the revenue is not needed
they are set down to come in free.
Bristles are put on the free list to give
more employment to our people and give
diem better wages. Russia produces
better bristles than any country on earth
and the Democrat' propose that our
manufacturers WWI have them free.
That ~Saintly hurts no domestic in-
3uet.urrYnhl er is put on the free list to eliel-
ter the people in the northwest from the
terrible and rigorous climate of that re-
gion. It is certainly time to consider
the poor as the taxes have been released
on bank', telegraph companies, express
cee.=.--.Iten, on factories, anti for buying
and selling exchanges. All the wealth
of the country has been released, and
now the Democratic party who are doing
business at the old stand propose to give
the poor 00 na cha ce by giving diem free
A ROAD AS IS A ROAD.
Capt. Green, of Clay, Webster County,
Heard From.
Editor New Era.
I observe in the Henderson Gleaner an
Item copied from the Hopkineville
South Kentuckian, in which nay railroad
enterprise is characterized as laughable,
and its projector referred to MI "a man by
the name of Greco."
Now as the South Kentuckian has
misrepresented my object and brought
the matter before the public in a way to
excite ridicule, 1 hope you will give
me space to explain this "laughable
scheme," and show just how "Green"
I am.
I proposed, first, for your citizens to
build a narrow gauge railroed,organizing
on my charter, from Henderson to Hop-
kInsvIlle, via Cairo, Pooltown, Dixon,
Clay, Providence and Dawson. With
the aid you could get from Henderson
and intermediate counties this could be
done far more cheaply than you are
&skid to contribute to the Chicago &
Gulf railroad, besides, If you build this
road, you keep your money at home and
among your own people.
My second plan was for the city of
Hopkinsville to organize this company,
secure all the aid she can along the line,
and then vote a bonded bebt on herself,
and build, own and operate the road.
Tbe saving on the one article of real,
which can be delivered to you on this
road from Webster county at seven cents
per bushel, and for which you are now
paying ten, will more than meet the in-
terest on these bond".
Now, having briefly outlined my
"achemes," I Wish to present some facts
and figures in order that your people,
who are asked to vote $250,000 to the
Chicago it Gulf, may see the contrast in
cost.
1 was informed that the C. & G. rail-
road would coat $30,000 per mile, while
a narrow gauge can be built arid equipped
for $4,000 per mile as the following fig-
ures will show.
The grading can be done on the por-
tion with which I am acquainted, that
Is from Henderson to Providence, for
$600 per mile; it will require 2,800 ties,
six feet long, to the mile, and they can
be had for a little leas than $400; 352
rails at 300 pounds each, 105,600 pounds,
at $35 per ton. with freight paid would
cost $1,848, or say $2,000, with spikes and
other necessaries to fasten rails together.
There are no bridges of importance on
this route to materially change the above
figures. To recapitulate, the cost per
mile would be, for grading $000, for ties
$400, rails $2,000, rolling stock $1,000.
Thus It will be seen that my proposed
road will cost, built and equipped, only
$4,000 per mile and would give you a
local competing line with the Chesapeake
it Ohio at or near Dawson, develop to
your advantage the cheap coal fields of
Webster county, also bring near your
doors the great quantity of tobacco raised
along thin) line and give you competing
lines at Henderson with the Ohio river,
the L. tit N. railroad, the L. St. L. & T.
railroad and the 0. V. railroad, to all
points east, west, north and south. All
these advantages are to be had by this
"scheme," while for a subsidy of $250,-
000 you are to have a road to Dawson,
with the promtee of an extension.
Suppose now that the city of Hopkins-
/Mlle should accept my proposition, with
the $250,000 you are asked to give away
you can build sixty miles of narrow
gauge railroad on the line I propose and
with the help you can get from other
points you can build, equip and own,
absolutely, a road that will be of greater
advantage to you, and fromihe profits
of the enterprise you can en pay off
the bonds issued to build it. When this
point is reached it will indeed be
"laughable." Think, neighbors of
Christian county, whether you could not
more wisely appropriate that $250,000,
and in the evert you fail to vote it, if
you favorably consider my "scheme,"
let some one write to we on the subject
and I will cone up with my charter and
charter members and we will organize
the Ohio, Cumberland st Ai 1681841pp(
railroad. Respectfully,
F. M. Gimes.
I'. S.—The objection that this is a nar-
row gauge road le of little weight when
Its low cost and great advantages to be
derived from it are considered.
Loo CABINS, lacking ele-
gance, were yet comforta-
ble homes. Health and
happiness were found in
them. The beat of the sim-
ple remedies used are given
to the world In Warner's
Log Cabin Remedies made
by Warner of Safe Cure fame. Regulate
the regulator with Warner's Log Cabin
Sarsaparilla.
The sphere of WOUliiII'd endeavor is
constantly enlarging. A woman is run-
ning for president. The entire female
sex is running things generally. Still, a
Chicago woman has lately mapped out a
new line of action. The other night abs
halted • private policeman and deftly
robbed him of his watch. Women as
highway robbers, it seems, are, as in
everything else, irresistible.
HONEST OPINIONS.
Candor compels us to adtnit that some
one has long known the ingredients of
B. B. B. But since it has never been
put before the public, and since one of
the present proprietors Originated the
prescription and used It for years in his
practice, it I. original.
WI.i.at hoes beoome of the letters of ac-
eoptanoe of Allen Granberry Thurman
and Levi Parsons Morton ? Aren't they
going to epiatolize before the frost gath-
ers In the immature pumpkin and per-
simmons are ready for the harvest?
Now Is lb. accepted Uwe for accepting.
NOTHING TO EQUAL IT
Zsi.art•, FLA., June 27, 1e87.
.V. E. Venable if Cu.:
I have been using B. B. B. in my
family as a blood purifier. Have never
used any medicine to equal it. Re-
spectfully, Dias, R. M. LAWes.
MARES AN OLD MAN YOUNG.
I'. S —I bought 3 bott:es of your
Botanic Blood Balm from my friend H.
D. Ballard, at Campobello, S. C. I have
been using it three weeks. It appears
to give me new lite end new strength.
If there is anything that will make an
old man young it is 11.11.13. tam willing
to sell it. I can earnestly and honestly
reeoromend Botanic Blood Balm,
S. D. Wm:Lomat.
THE BEST PURIFIER MADE.
Dsm•scre, G•., June, 29, 1887.
I have suffered -with catarrh for about
four years and after using four bottles
ot Botanic Blood Balm I find my
general health greatly improved, and if
I could keep out of the bad weather I
would be cured, believe it is the best
purifier made. Very respectfully,
L. W.Tn omrsos
TWELVE YEARS AFFLICTED.
BLurrron, Iron., Feb. 6, 1881.
I have been afflicted with Blood Poison
for twelve 3-ears. Have used prescrip-
tion from physicians offered me during
that period. Through the druggist, W.
A. Gutelius, I procured one bottle of
B. B. B. and sinee have used three
bottles, and am satisfied it has done me
more good than anythittg I ever used.
1 am almost well, and am sure, within
two or three week& I will be perfectly
well, after twelve years suffering in-





All who desire full information about
the cause and cute of Blood poisons,
Scrofulous Swellings, 1.-Iceig, Sores,
Rheumatism, Kidney Complaint",
Catarrh, etc., can secure by mall, tree,
a copy of our 32-page Lliustrated book of
Wonders, tilled with the most wonder-
ful and startling woof ever befog.
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HE NEW ER A. ANAP ILLUS
TRATION.
I A% apt an illustration of the workings
I of the protective tariff ak can be found
any where Is to be teed right heie in our
1111thd. At an exempla we will take the
freight rats on the Louisville & Nash-
ville railroad This corporation says
to the people ot Chrietien eviinty, you
pay us 10 mate per bushel for carrying
your wheat to market and by so doing
we enable you to dispose of your product
matter. There is an element in the
and protect you from the onslaught of
overproduction. By doing this youl 
house lavorable to the passage of such a
enable us to meet and compete at points 
WH, but they are sufficiently hubued
along our line with other roads seek- 
with Democracy to recognize Witt such
lug en inroad into our territory. By
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.sey are largely pri- It is notorious that
s •ste affairs, with competitiou is too often
which wither Press orasetest by combine •
doi tsleveland nor any Lions quite prevalent
l'riN ate citizen has any at this time, and ire-
riiriit to interfere.- gutsily called trusts,
an. Ii Blaioe's Port- which have for their
lawit aptitch. object the regulation
of the supply and price
of commodities nuude
and sold by mensben
of the eembinttion
The people can hardly
hope for any consider-




here are the opin one af the two lead-
ing men of their ream& dye parties; each
a true representative of its principles.
'lake your choice.
.k11.1RIDWITH OUR MAGISTRATES.
In regard to this question of submit-
ti..g the railroad proposition the New
sierta has a few more words to say. As
bald in last issue we d i not aee how the
magistrates can refuse to submit this
matter. Their vote need not necessarily
mean an endorsement of the proposi-
tion; it would mean that they are will-
mg that the responsibility of the final
result should rest on the whole people.
at is a grave thing to say the people are
• r-s-t competent to judge for themselves.
Awl while on this questieu we would
correct a mistaken idea as to the intent
ot the ;editorial Whist issue. A ruts-
1.•-•testruction, for which we are indeed
sorry, bits been placed upon it. We
...11 not nor do we now mean to say that
ere is a single one of the ,thirty-four
to Citrates in this county who would
Le guilty co voting otherwise than for
vrinciple. Far from it. As stated then,
en now, we believe them far above it.
We only warned them of what we
!eared would be said by those having
so Jerson& knotelniese of their character.
in our zeal for the cause misleading
wu used, we regret it very
ni..ch. What we wanted was to advise
with them, u their friends, as friends of
thi people, and not dictate to them.
TIbe New Era believes that every man
has a right to his opinion, to vote it and
Lye up to it, but it can also see bow a
t.laa's honest opinion of what Is right
may be wrong, contrary to the best in-
terest of the people at large. It was
1:*111 which caused the article. We
•vIshed to impress upon them the neces-
sity for considering carefully this mat-
te', in every phase and form, before
casting their voted, and not to coerce
tm,whIch seems to be the construction
sine have placed upon the article. Hay-
t• g made this explanation and corrected
as we hope any miataJcen idea as to the
sic nit of the language used in the pre-
tious article, we return to the :consider-
ation of the first question. We stated
%nen that we did not believe the
s. "Citrates had any moral right to re-
11:se this submission. The matter is
ept e in which every man in this county
.nterested, and he has the right to say
• r himself what he will have. If you
%eke it upon yourselves to deny him
This privilege, you overstep your au-
tti ;city, not your legal authority, but
i unwritten law, the duty of one CILI-
A .4 LO another. Prejudice should have
vie place in a question of this nature.
; to the consistency of voting for the
sulmilsaion and against the proposition
2..ere is no question. The New ERA
to old consistently advocate, the sub-
mission and fight the proposition, be-
calm it believed that every :man being
Interested has a right to decide for him-
belt. We believe this) _question should
be submitted and we trust that each and
.-eery one of the magistrates will cast
• ir vote favorable to it. After this is
(12.:ided, then determine, as the New
fleat• will do, whether you will support
vr oppose it.
ity request and for the information of
our people In general we republish the
Vote of this congressional district in 1887.
It will be observed that Buckner bad a


























Minos Jim Breathitt has declined to
oohs the race for emigre**, the Republi-
cans, at least a quite a number of them,
la ill support Gordon, the pro-
hi 'Won nominee, he being a deep-
-J Republican. It is not probable
.t the executive committee will either
et* a convention or select another man,
a. d this being the came the party will be
.3ivieled. A talk with a number of the
lenders in this city discloses a preference
Sew Gordon, but they unhesitatingly say
that Ellis will get a large vote. The
estiored people, those that vote at all,
neall este against Gordon, as they're
el_ n oe prohibition; this of course
en. ens strength for Ellis. Msj. Breath.
stt chairman a the district committee
skeoa not think a candidate will be put
and says that Ellis will divide the
write erlthOonion all over the district.
• . think he will carry this county,"
eh I the Major, "for the people all like
im. His speech at the G. A. R. re-
scnian at Crofton won the hearts of the
;people and it will be very hard to take
aln-on sway from him."
/Alma the Louisville baseball teurn
swains a game they are all Cotonele to the
Dift-110 papers; when they lose one they
awe Champ*. The Times keeps a
la imp" headline standinz all the
was.
paying us this price you enable us to
not only carry goods from ocher points
where we are met by foreign competition
but to improve our road, build others,
and increase our transportation facia-
tree, chile giving to other communities
the benefit of an outlet and a market
and employing hundreds of extra labor-
era. This same road might day to the
people give Us 20 cents per
bushel fur carry leg our freight
and we would be enabled to
do double as much improvement, build
twice as many roads and thus give to
twice as many counties an outlet and a
market fur their produce. This would
be reasonable; there is no refuting this
Statement.
So with the protectionist lie says
protect my goods, and you enable nee to
improve aud enlarge my factories, em-









protite made on you undersell
icons lu foreign markets.
and as leactonable
other. Both are true
While this is so, doubtless
people In the county











I suppose It is Lk-edits& toexplain that
all these ilutiss aid abareetnebts sic
added to the price of the articles upon
which they are levied, and thus become
a tax upon all et lei buy these articles
for ute atiel coesumption. I suppose,
too, it is well widereteod that the effect
of Ode tariff taxation is not limited to
the commis( rs of the duties imposed
upon such ai ticks, but permits a cor-
responding increase in prie.e to be laid
on ree de poetic pieduct of the same
kind, which increase is paid by all our
people, as the cot semen' of home pro-
dtittloiia, aud Centring every Am ricatt
hi me, coi.stitutes a form of taillike as
certain and inevitable as though the
an.ount were annually paid 1st° :he
heeds of the tax-gatherer. These re-
sults are inseparable from the plan we
have adopted tor the collection of
ur it venue by tariff duties. TLey are
not mentioned to diecredit the system,
but by way ot preface to the statement
th t every million of dollars collected at
our custom-houses for duties upon im-
ps rted articles and paid into the public
treasury represents many millioes more,
w tech, though never reachieg the na-
tional treasury, are paid by our citizens
as increased coat of domestic production
resulting from tariff laws.
In view of this necessary effect of the
operation of our plan for raising reve-
nue, the absolute duty of limiting the
rate of tariff charges to the necessities of
a frugal and economical adinhostration
of the government ieetss lobe perfectly
plain -Cleveland's letter. 
Everycity and nearly every town in
the country has contributed its mite to
the Jacksonville yellow fever fund. The
condition of altaire are getting worse in-
stead of better and help is badly needed.
The authorities say that $1,500 per day
is needed to procure even the necessaries
of life. Work and business of all kind
have been entirely suspended and the
poor who are belt are suffering dread-
fully. The fever is spreading rapidly
and the rate of mortality is increasing.
Will not the people of this city contrib-
ute to the aid of these people? .ball
their appeal be allowed to go unheeded?
The New ESA suggests to the ministers
of this city, wl.o are ever really to ex-
teed a heipieg hand to those distressed
in body or mind, to take up a collection
in their respective churches next Sun-
day and forward same to Jacksonville.
Doubtless their congregations would
be willing to contribute something, be
it ever so little. Every little helps in a
time like this. Let it uot be said that
we, who have such a wide reputation
for generosity, refused to help our south-
ern brothers. The New Ea* will for-
ward any and all contributions left with
it for that purpose.
The New Este forgives Dr. Wheeler
and Judge Landes the slaps made at it
in the railroad meeting in regard to its
manner of dealing with the 0. V. Of
course, gentlemen, we expected you to
be riled; people dislike to be proven in
the wrong and some even object to be-
ing sat upon, but we do not; it's fun.
The New Este has dealt with the road
se it saw lit; it has worked in Use Inter-
est of the people, awl for the people. It
endeavored to get even a single opinion
from not only the president of the road
but from Judge Landes; that opinion
was never given until it was found out
that the people proposed to ignore them.
Then forthwith reasons and opinions by
the dcz ni were furnished ior the delay
and ultimate end of We project. Com-
mittees were appointed by the doyen to
wait upon these inerepeople by the .re
wrote to and called upon thew, a New
Eke reporter haunted one and chased
the other out of the state into Indiana,
in hope of getting even olte definite idea
or opinion, but what good did it do?
You make us tired, gentlemen; go talk
to the marines.
By the death of Mr. E. 11 Hopper
llopkihaville loses a man wheelie place
can hardly be filled. Ile possessed the
confidence, love and esteem of everyone
who knew him, and WM noted for his
many excellent traits of character.
Gentle as a woman in nature, generous
in disposition, charitable to faults, of
which lie possessed so few, truthful and
honorable in all his dealings, lie well
deserved the position accorded him in
this life.
Sherman and Butterworth are knock-
ing to alstni hat Blairse.in ids Paris
letter, and Harrison in kis of ac-
ceptance have left the oh Repulican plat.
form, by declaring in favor of absolute
free trade between Canada and the
United States. Yet both of these gen-
tlemen oppose the 42 per cent, tariff of
the Mille tail as a free trade measure.
Some people are mean tuough to hint
of an agreement between the railroads
centering at Indianapolis and Ben Har-
rison by which be Is to get 6 per cent of
the prothe made by them on the visiting
delegations. Ceder these circumstances
hand-shaking la a paying business to
him. Reduced rates on all road, are of-
fered to the great show.
The Republicans of the Third have
unenimously nominated W. Godfrey
Hunter as their eandidete for rongreee.
The Democrats can rely upon It that
there will be dissensions In the Kepieb-
dean household, and if they want to
seat they must pull together.
Old Palsy Fairchild, of Iowa, ad-
'reseed a crowd of 300 People in Wabash,
Ind., the other day. It was only by
dint of hard work that even an audience
of that sice could be gathered. Guess
they were afraid of being paralyzed.
There are some very suggestive ac-
counts of the Drumnet's Pantile in the
Louisville papers. Can anybody swear
that Joe Mulhatton remained in that
parade all the time?
If Cleveland's letter is a protection
document, then hooray for protection!
Om •
The Nashville American and a few
other papers of like character tee
Wednesday cantained specials to the ef-
fect that the Democratic members of the
house are preparing to pass a bill repeal-
ing the tax on tobacco. This is absurd. I
The Democrsts of the house, in panting I
the Mills bill, put themselves on reeorti
as oppositei to the repeal of the tobaceo
tax, and it is altogether out of the ques•
don diet they should now reconsider the
a course would be suicidal. they have
gone on record as opposed to taxing the
necessaries of life and favoring the col-
lection of governmental expenses from
luxurit a. To repeal the tobacco tax, as
suggested by these correspondents,
would render a complete change nieces-
eery in the Mills bill; it would 110 away,
almost entirely, with the necessity for
widens's. The American has always
favored the passage of such a weaaure
in order that the tariff might remain
uhtouched, but as -the American is not
the Democratic party, there ism' danger
to be feared.
The weekly edition of the New ERA
which came out yesterday was one be to
be proud of. It was not intended to in-
creased in size until about noon, but'
we found it imposeible to get in the.
matter on band by come eight or ten
columns, so sixteen additional ones
were added, waking a total of fifty-two
columns. It was filled with a large
amount of local, state and general news,
Cleveland's and Harrison's lettere of ac-
ceptatee, a full 'and complete report of
the railroad meeting and the . vet brunt'
report made by the committee 'iliureday
night, the regular inetalletent of a serial
story, two columns of editorial opin-
ion., an able article from the pen of
thin. Frank Hurd on "Irbil Free
Trade," and many other interesting
things. In all there were nearly thirty
columns of solid reading matter and all
this i r only $1 per year, with one tick-
et in the great drawing to come if Oc-
tober Gtli .
Capt. Green, of Webster county, and
his "narrow gauge" is to the front
again. The Captain seems to take uw-
brage because, forsooth, somebody
laughed at his project. Why, bless
your soul, Captain, you ought to be
thenkful that we didn't appoint a com-
mittee to itivesitig eta you, or send a del-
egation to inquire into your antecedents
You escaped mealy, sir. We don't
laughs at your project, Captain ; no, sir;
we have too high a respect for the tug-
eitude and practicality of your scheme.
Come right along with your proposi-
tion and we guarantee that in less than'
fifteen minutes we can tied you a Ulan
who will take up your scheme and put
it before the people in more different
shapes and attitudes than you believe
your road could be twisted into. We
havn't ruore'n seventeen projects now
and we are just ;Tulin' for another to
make even.
On Monday, Hon, Jas. A. alcKeneie
met Col. A. M. Swope in joint debate at
Nicholasville, and on Saturday will
speak at Hawesville, after putting In
the rewainder of the week in Central
Kentucky. Mr. McKenzie duds it ut-
terly impossible to till all the calls made
upon him to make addresees, as he has
not the time. Ile is willing to do all in
ilia power, aud intends to put in all the
time beleveen now and the November
elecbon in this state and Indiana, where
lie has accepted some appointments for
October. He will speak as often as
possible in Keetuelay, as lie desires to
see the old state foot up the 50,000
majority rightfully belonging here. It
is to be hoped that those making calls
upon him will appreciate the circum-
stances if lie is compelled to decline.
The Democrats of the Ashland district
are very much pleased that Col. Swope
is to he the Republican nominee for
congress. Swope is the ablest represen-
tative of the Republican party in the
state and Breckenridge is a very fair
sample of the Democrats. A Joint de-
bate between two such men must end
disastrously for Swope and lire party,
for Breckenridge Is the very wan to
pick to pieces his Illogical arguments
and expose to public gaze the rottenness
of the foundation on which they are
built. A result of this debate will be
an increased Democratic mejerity lit
both district and state, for the people
need to see both sides clearly to deter-
mine which way to vote.
Louleville Times A workingman in
a Louisville shop delivered himself of a
splendid speech to his fellows a few days
niece. It was to this effect; "My fam-
ily consists of my wife, live children and
myeelf. All of us are consumers of
clothing, and I alone am a consumer of
whisky ; therefore it is to my interest
that clothing be cheap rather than whis-
ky, as I have to supply seven persons
with clothing and but one with whisky."
There is the whole case, and that work-
ingman ought to be put on the stomp.
The Louisville Times says it is not
cholera morbus but a constipation of
Intellect that prevents Levi 1'. Morton
from appearing on the stump.
Democrats are organizing throughout
the state. Let Hopkinsville fall in.
Join the Cleveleed and Thurman club.
+11Mies-
Yellow Fever Report.
JACKSoNVILLIC, FLA., September 13 -
Fifty.elne new eases and ten death,e
were reported up to o'clock yesterday
evening. Richard A. Proctor, the
eniinent astronomer, who hale this hate
for New York, died Wedireitilsy in that
city of yellow lever contracted here. it
is reported diet one or two deaths have
occurred in Decatur, Ala ,
JACKSONVILLE Sept. 14 -New cases
yesterday, 44; deaths 4. Total eased to
date, 77; total deaths 104. Nurses ale
arrivingm  from all parts of the country.
The southern cities are closing their
gates to US.
J•CIDIONVILLE, FLA , Sept. 15 -Theta
were forty-three new cases and twelve
death* up tr 6 o'clock yesterday evening.
At Hendersonville, N. C., five cases ate
reported. There have been sixty-five
cases snd Uri or ,twelve tirades at Mc-
Clerany, Baker cauaty.
Jscesottviti..4, asepe 4 -N inety-.1
three new cases of fever whre reportedIr
yesterday. There was only one death.
J•cusionvimet, Sept. 17.-Thers is no
improvement In the condition here;
seventy-four new cases and nine deaths
were repArted yesterday. Total cases to
date, ivs5; total diaths, 126.
JACIDIONVILL.E, Sept. its.-_-ThAre were
fifty-two new c wee of fever and *eaten
deaths officially reported yesterday.
Fifty-four additional cases and seven
deaths were unofficially reported. Five
cases are reported froni
JACKOONVILLA, Fla., Sept. 19.-The
official bulletin for yesterday Is ad fol-
lows: One hundred and fifty-six new
easee of yellow fever anti twenty deaths;
total 44163 to date, 1,203; total deaths,
153.
J•CIDIONVILLE, heist. 04". New 
meeting that they have adopted this re-
cases reported yesterday 130, deathe 
poft, and that a committee has been ap-
poineen to carry out its provisions.
Give them y..; in uence on the streets
and elsewhere, aud you wail eon have
a railroad from Cairo to the Cuniber-t
land Gap.
The meeting then adjourneil.
COMMITTEE REPORT.
_-
THE CAIRO k TENNEMEE RIVER
RAILROAD COMPANY
Submita a Proposition, Which Rec-
ommended by the Committee.
About three huedred people were pres-
ent at the railroad meeting on the 13th,
and everything passed t id pleasantly.
The committee which was appointed
to investigate the backing of the various
railroad projects before the people did
their work well and submitted the
report printed in last issue.
Alter the reading of the report
the chairman asked what should be dune
with it.
After some time Mr. Rust said : There
seems to be a golden silence on this sub-
ject. I did not come here to speak as 1
was only appointed to assist the com-
mittee, and am nut a member. But I
am going to tell what happened at our
meeting. Col. Neale came in situ said
that he was going to tell the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
in regard to his project. He had been a
member of the legislature from Grates
county and while there a Mr. Proctor
called his attention to the necessity of a
railroad from the Cuuiberland Gap to
the Mississippi river and Cairo, and lie
set about seeking capital to build it. Ile
found that there was a man in this coun-
try named Arthur, who was agent for
an English syndicate tiOW tunnelling
through the Cumberland Gap. Mr.
Neale said that be had entered into an
agreement with Mr. Arthur and several
other gentlemen by which they agreed
to construct his railroad, arid that they
had money and tumuli to counneuce the
wai as soon as Christian county should
vote the subsidy asked of her. Mr.
Neale have eatielacwry evidence that lie
was the wan that he represented Min to
be, and that any contract entered lutes
by him arid Mr. :settle, ()ratty other man
in this comity, would be satirfacturdy
lived up to. Mr. Neale said that the
cost of a railroad from here to then llt11-
berlauil (Lip would be in out $12,000,-
000.
Mr. Russell moved that as the propo-
sition preseitted was Use most aatistate
tory wade fur a bug time, that the re-
port Ins adopted.
Cur. M. D. Brown then said : I have
known Cor. Neale for several years, ant,
kite* him to be a perfect gentlemait ; a
trutlitui luau ; but I wish to mane a iew
Inquiries. It is conceded he all that we
are afraid of the L. .t. N. railroad. it
is my understanding that Mr. Neele is
backed by this Mr. Arthur. 1 also un-
derstand that the L. et N. is hacked
Eitglish capitalist*, and also that the
L. it N. is perishing a road to the Cum-
berland Gap. I wish to kuow whether
this road you are propoeing to build, has
any connection with tile L. & N.
Mr. Rust. 'rile headquarters of the
American Association (Limited) are iti
Louth'''. The headquarters of the L. tt
N. are in Amsterdam. Mr. Neale as-
sured us that there was no connection,
whatever between the L. it N. and the
Association. 1..)o not think that there
is a man in this county, who would fur-
ther an enterprise that was projected by
the L. et N. The L. it N. can not
"boss" a $13,000,000 railroad.
Mr. Knight moved to amend by bind-
ing this road riot to gobble up the
L. IN.
Chairman Mr. Neale said emphatic-
ally at our meeting that the L. 4 N.
had DO &Wee or interest its the projected
enterprise. Ile also said that lie would
pay the expenses of any man who would
go to Knoxville and investigate the
matter if he felt doubtful.
Mr. Russell's motion was thee put to
the meeting and carried unanimously.
On motion the chaireuen was ru ide
one of the committee to make filial ar-
rangements and to petition the county
judge to call a meeting of the magis-
trates to submit Use proposition to the
county. That committee was composed
of H. C. Gant, E. 1'. Campbell, J. I.
Landes and W. E. Regedale.
George Greets : It le my opinion that
some clause should be inserted by which
we could get our money back, if the L.
44 N. ever buys it out, and also that we
are to have competing freight.
Cul. ypert moyed that the company
be called upon to post a forfeit of from
$10,000 to $50,000 to carry out their con-
tract. Sent it Was a big job to canvass
the county, and make speeches, etc., and
we should have a guarantee.
Tule was objected to by Mr. Rust, Mr.
Regedele and Dr. Wheeler, who *aid
that the contrast was made with a party
who is able to build the railroad, and
will build it. They say that they will
commence work in forty days; and they
have abundant money and equipments
to finish the road in the time agreed up-
on in the contract.
Mr. Sypert then said that if 1.110 forfeit
had been posted by the O. v., we would
have Ole now. If this company had ISO
much money, let them put up the for
fen.
It is estimated that over 12,000 people
are being fed daily and the demands ars
increasing.
LOCI CABINS were not
hot-houses arid the people
wiro dwelt in them were
not hot-hense. growths.
They were • hardy healthy
generation and the reme-
( 
dies toted were simple
01.0 preparations reproduced
in Warner's Log Cabin Cough and Con-
sumption Remedy and Warner's 'Yip-
pecanoe" the great stomach tonic.
Maj. Crumbaugh said that alter ex-
amining carefully a large lot of pam-
phlets furnished at the last railroad meet-
ing, that he Ornery believed Mr. Arthur
was backed by unlimited capital. Would
say,furthertnore,that their road rune for
twenty or thirty wiles psrallel with the
L it N. railroad, aud I believe that there
is no connection. whatever, between
We L. et N. and the proposed railroad.
I also believe that Mr. Arthur, backed
by this Egliali ;syndicat Os able to do
as has been proposed.
Colored gentleman: I wish to know
whether the people of Christian county
are already under °litigation/1 to put up
the $100,000 proposed in their contract
with the O. V.
Judge Landes: If the 0. V. come
pauy will finish the railroad by the 1st
of ifarmary, len., they will be entitled
to the 1100,020. i 3o not believe they
have any infouttiotel of doing In Mr.
Landes then spoke in virelieation of Dr.
Kelsey and Mr. Giles, who have been
accused of acting In bad faith in regard
to the 0. V. railroad. Div statecuallLe
were substantiated be Dr. W. (I. Wheel-
er, who said that these two gentlemen
were satisfied when they made their
contract with this city that they could
procure the money neceseary for the
carrying out of their plans from bank-
ers, but these men, who had subscribed
or promised to subscribe m1111011s of
dollars, had afterwards withdrawn their
subscriptions, through the influence u
the L. it N., In whose company they
had thousands of dolisre hi stock.
Mr. ktagsdale: It was expressed
here by ace woke of this county that
every compeny shooW have the right to
to come before the votalmittee end try to
build a railroad. The only feasible
proposition that has been made is the
Neale proposition. The others have
had an abundance of Owe for over a
year. Now what we want is to know
whether we 'Il submit this proposi-
tion to the people or net. i am in favor
of that. Theo if the 0. k. wants to
build their road down Imre soon after,
I and every other man. In We az:aunty
will vote for it, and vote $200,000. If
the U. V. will finish their contract by
die 1st of January next, we will give
them $100,000.
Chairman : I want to rewind this
Gov. Luce of Michigan is sail to eat
with his knife. Some people may think
this strange, but when it Is remembered
that he has to maintain hie dignity at
the head of a great state and pay his
grocery bills, all on • salary of $1,000 a
year, the only wonder is that he eats at
Death of Mt'- Bessie Burnett.
Mise Bessie Burnett died Sunday
morning at 10 o'elock at the residence
of her parents an south Main street,
after it lingering Meese of two weeks,
in the eeventeetitti year of her age. The
gloom occasioned by this sad intelli-
gence attested in a mute but poweriul
language the wide popularity of the
deceased. When one who has reached
the allotted age of huinthi lite, passes
silently into the shadow, the grief is
great, but when the fairest bud in all
the garden is taken away just when it
beghis to blossom and exchange its fra-
grance with the dowers around it, (loci,
who tiartsplanted the bluesom to hie oW11
garden, alone call relieve the mgony
which lila wisdom has hill leted. If we
knew that death selected the sameeet
anti the fairest of the race for his vic-
tims, title heti event would not have slur-
primer us, her beauty and her bright-
ems, her gentle nature and her lovely
disposition would have drawls his rude
arrow to her eouttg heart long ago; but
We It DOW that he takes us all as We
come, and perhaps it is better that we
know not where our names stand in the
book of fate. There never was a person
more univereally beloved. 'fitere never
was a person who prised the frietnieliip
of all snore highly than she. The love
of her humblest friend she prized as
much as the love of the most exalted.
There is a void In the heroes of wally
to-day which can never be tilled, a place
In memory which will remain sacred
forever. If it is so hard for her friends
to give her up, so herd to reconcile
themselves to her death, what must it
be to idolising parents, to a devoted
brother. to a fond little sister? The
sympatitied of the entire community are
with them in their bereavement. The
funeral services aere held at the reri-
dence Moutlay evening at three o'clock
alter w hitch the loeg and solemn pro-
mintiest' formed and followed the remains
to the muuttery, w here they were con-
rigeed to the eertis.
LOCAL I l'EMS.
Dr. W. M. Fuqua will deliver a lecture
to the teat:he/6 01 the public schools at
the public school building Saturday on
the brain and nervous system.
l'ete Baker, tbe clever comedian w leo
captured the heart* of our people last
season, is playing to crowded houses ill
Louisville this week. Ile will be in
llupk hiss le by fern the !elisols closes.
dile race at the park S..thrday bete eeu.
the fleet eteppera, Cieveland aid.' :eche-
lon will be %victimised by a large crowd.
Both &titillats are well keuen nod the
colonist will be intetisely exciting and
interesting.
Oo Saturday Szin. 2'J in at E stringent
the Republicans will have a grand
-witsw out" and barbecue eitis a big
braes banal. 'rimy will have speakers
there to tell them all about tile tariff,
how it }metros aud how it does not bur-
den, how it bleeder the people mid bow
the country would go to ruin without it.
Tney will have a man there to "itorate"
on the manifold evil e arising from a
Democratic adminietration. They will
haVe a speaker to arraign the president
for every crime in the calendar. Then
having delivered theme:yes they will ad-
journ amid feel better.
Mobile Prices. How-Where-When.
Mr. Fraok McKeou, a clever gentle-
o( McKeon at Aleuken, who oper-
ates S restaurant, said that it was a fact
thet he and Mr. Beyle held one-teenti-
eth of ticket No. 53,469, the second espi-
ed prize of $100,000 in the last drawing
of The Louisiana State Lottery. " rite
pr.: came in good time, as I needed
the money badly, as you know I have
hal plenty of bad luck. We were burned
out last fall. Another inielortune was
losing $306 in • recent bank failure.
The Southern Express ompany col-
lected it for Messrs. McKeon and Hey-he.
-Munile (Ala ) Register, July 15.
II Mr. Blaine does not mean to say
to tire proprietors of trusts, "Go ahead,
bees, 1 ant with you," he elsoulti know
thet he Is weedier Isis lutes power in
talking about them as lie dues.
MARKET REPORTS.
HOPK INS VILLE.
'Lorreeted Or each hone by the local denlety..,
•1:018.
II aups-Country IV/a to 13
Hams-Sugar-cured  13 to 14c
Shoulders  a to 9
Mots..  IVA toll.,
Bite AD STCPPII
Patent Flour   k 00 to .
Choice Family  4 60 lo .
Plato Family  a 00 to
Graham Flour Etc
Rye Floor  $ 1.-.1 Pi
Buckwheat Flour   IS to 5
Heal, per tomb  00 to .
Hominy, per gal ..... 2i.) to IS













Betawax 11 to Isle
Tallow Is to tic
Genseng  $1 SO per lb
Kraut, per gal Si to
Honey IS
Clean Wool IS to 20
Burry Wool  into lie
liry Hides ,.. a t0 I tr
Green Holes  4 to Sc
Dingo Fault.
Apples  7 Mac
Peaches, peeled 12', to lie
Peached'. unperded  I to ow'
lei au.) Sail's.
Sapling( lover 11 2Sto 614
Eel Clover .. .• •  4 SO 10 ..
r111104t 8 00 80
Orchard Gram   1 40 to 1 10
Red Top lie
Blue Grass  I 00 to I* 26
IVinte Scot Oata   45 to fai
Black seed Oslo  41 to to
11AY AND 1150.
Bran, periowi.  pi, to
Bolted Meal 40 to
Timothy Hay, per hundred . . nil tb
Stover Hut, per imodeed • 71 to
Hiked Hat, " o ha to
POrtrIllY.
1 hickensOire, Per 00's $ 60 to 3 00
Ciliate's', drersed, per lb a 1.0 10
Ducks ...........p to 10
a to 10
Turkeys a to 10
WHEAT.
No.3 




Correcte.1 for every Issue !nail She daily pa-
pers of the slay before.
i;ItAIN 1111Y.
Wssae-lo arrive 
New No. $ Llastairry





t°1182-2 easy tilooloy 
.. 00W • •
Low grade' ..,  11 Oa ...
Cholue 
Straw, per ton    04 to .







Bacon-autos ..... ., .... II' to 10%
-




Shoulders ,  fli to
SCOAS-Ctit110-Haese is to is
Shoo mere  0 to
Breakfast bacon to II
I.asilt-•Sisisice Lea/  li to
Pelisse /Meade .... ..  
 i to
to
Keg* and Bucket& .
F so t' a--Choice petards. ....   a to 6 So
Plaisi patents ..... I 76 to i Ou
Choloe  4 11 to 6 TS
Plain fancy . 4 24 to
Extra family  8 80 LO 5 76
buck wheat .. . . ..... . 6 21 to 6 SO
Corn meal per bemire/Ube holiest I 30 to
COUNTRY PRODUCE.'
St-real -Choice country  1510
Low grades Ito If
Iiiiio, . ... . - . - ..... 21 to 25
C it g$24-,fisc7 Cream chedder.... Ilia to 13
lb 813
TALLOW-per lb 4(0
SIX- per lit  so to
Ormente--ehorce hire .. 2 0010$ 16
Porivroks-On arriv•I,
New potatoes, per barrel . 1 11 to II oe
LI Vie STOCK.
I Reported 41 edlo4grat• & Co.. Li" Stock
Commits/non Merclibra, hurl" t.,Loot
L Seouisville, pt. 4.-carrr.a-The inarkot
quiat and ohehanged 14 prices while proallecta
are not good tor ;he rstuaintler of the ureic.
Boos-The market is Meady at utschangtd
price* with all offerings sold
suit? AN LAMBS-The market la quiet see
in:raiment.
Twl •.,. is to
v °use Awsrloas ..• • ivs to 14
Skim ekes,'• • 40 1
Roo s-per itoz .
SiCUTAT10118.
Clill'Llt-Gorai to extra salpeise. 1.00
to 1,600 woods  liNnoaria
Light shipping, 1,300 to 1,600
pounds . . 400 to 4113
Gosel to extra oxen 8 SO to
Common sad rough o ten  I 21to1100
Bulls, .. . ... .......... 2 00 t.11 2 15
Lic,ht stocker. ... ..... 2 50 to 2 ao
lseeeirs . .... sae toll Ts
Best btft,shcr, $ SO I" 4 00
• Medium to gbod buti.btril 3 00 to 3 - I
Cormium tutueditou butchery 14 eo z 73
Thin, rough steers, vier eows and
scalawags .... ix:, to 21.0
Hog*, Choice packing and
butchers .  621 106 11
Fair to good butchers. ... .  6 00 to 611
Light medium butchers.. • • •  3 60 toe SO
Shoats . ., . ,. . .._ .. 
. 
.. 4 60 to 6 SI
8heep and Lambs, Fair to
shipping .11141101176
Common to median ...... ... -.I 14 to 1 00
Extra Wain- 410101100
(Memo to medium iambs-. ....Sletatas
They Will Close.
The following well know's merchant*
mei heroines men of the city have signed
an agreement to close !hair 11U4S41•8 of
buelnese on the efterneon of Waite sJae
Oct. 3rd, the opeii nig clay of the roes:








Chas McKee A. so
It Rosenihtsuini
Thompson A Meador
rye, & VS ail
is I. Gaither
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The first step In the formation of
the most collossal lab& organs $z ation
the world has ever known, wait taken
by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-
men at their session in Atlanta Wednes-
day. The action briefly outlined Judi-
cater a federation for the purpose of de-
feriae, in the event of strikes or lock-
outs, between fellow organizations:
The Brotherhood of L000enotive Fire-
men, Brotherhood of Locomotive En-
gineers, Brotherhood of Railway Brake-
mei), Switchmen's Mutual Aid Society,
and the Knights of Labor. And a
further federation is also possible with
all orgartizetions consistent with the
principles of these bodies.
The preachers having come back from
their vacations, Chicago's churches, as
well as Chicago's liquor saloons, will be
wide open hereafter on Stindaye.
NEIGHBORHOOD NOTES. •
Hopkins County linetler.
Lest week William dimes, of Venders-
burg, wit, tirivine a wagon upon which
was a atirglium mill, mei with !the was
his little child of some seven or eight
years of age. One wheel of the wagon
dropped hint 4 rot und by that means
threw out the child before the wheel.
Before the weenie could be stopped the
wheels lied pas-ed over the body.
The little fellow lived but a few ilays
when death relieved it of its eufferieg.
Lott Saturday a 'laughter of George
Cox, living near Madisonville, was tried
on a writ of lunatic') inquirendo. She
was adjudged hieane and was taken that
afternoon to Hopkiesvide to the adyluni.
Ott aneuntit of the crowded contrition of
Met iisatitutIon, admittance was denied
her and she was returned Ii me. Vl'isat
Is tit be done sills her ? She is violeutly
1111.1111e anti as totally Irrational. Iler
lather is a viry pour mast and is unable
to keep her. 'fele is a case of charity
that appeals to the sympathy and pockets
of the people. It 16 to be hoped that
these who have plenty will guest in do-
ing sontetheig for the relief of ilie fam-
ily. The father has been and is at pres-
ent unable to work. On Tuesday a col-
ored boy of some 17 or 18 years, was
brought from Morton's Gap and was
tried as a lunatic, lie was adjudged tri-
une. At present we can't say what
disposition will be made for blew It it
thought, however, that there is room in
the colored ward.
A Canadian varlet ha; had the temeri-
ty to try to bribe the immaculate Sena-
tor Hoar. If this be met looked upon as
casus held down east then there is noth-
ing short of codfish which will inspire




Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
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Egui l'ABLE _18.59 $138,023,105
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The Equitable is the largest, the strongest andth e
most prosperous great mutual life assurance company in
the world, The Equitable was represented by J. C. Latham,
dec'd., for twenty years,and has paid over $100,000 of death
claims in Christian county. The Free Tontine Policy of
the Equitable secures advantages not combined in the poli-
cy of any other company. The Equitable has never litiga-
ted a death claim in Kentucky.
ROE d:. LYON, M'g'rs. JOHN M. HESTER, Dist. Agt.,





October, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
This will positively be the
BIGGEST FAIR
ever h',1d in Christian county. Stalls for nearly
100 horses have been engaged.
Be sure and attend the OPENING DAY, Oct. 3
and witness the beautiful
Cluk,110CluriotRacos
It is something you never saw before on a half
mile track. Arrangements have been
made for 2 Chariots with 4 horses
to each Chariot.
" The Fair will be so much larger and better than
any ever held in this county, that all the
14 Tow: will Clog thir Stun
the first afternoon and let their employees at-
tend.
nr Arrangements have been made with the
L & N. R R.. to bring passengers from Norton-
vale and all intermediate stations to the fair on
the morning local freight, with coach attached,
and to hold the same train here until 5:30 in the
afternoon of each day.
Remember that it costs nothing extra for your
vehicles and horses to enter the grounds.
Some of the most noted horses in the coun-
try Wilt be here to do battle for the one thous-
and\dollar trotting rue,
Write to the Secretary fur a Catalogue.
p, H. Abernathy, A. D. Rodgers,
eitERIDENT, SECRETARY.
Mentions New Eine and get ten per cent discount on all orders.
A LOW DEATH RATIG THE SOURCE OF SURPLUS
FOR DIVIDENDS TO POLICY-HOLDERS.
Rubor Death Claims to the annual mean
amount of total asourance in force in,
the 26 American compardee
Ratio of Death Claiw. to annual mean
amouutot &Guarantee lu lows In Kea
tucky for the companies minted :
Equitable 





Mutual of New -Yost 
A:ma
1887 1886 1885 1884
1.35 1 30 1.41 1.33
1.01 1.19 059 133
1.53 1.13 096 1-02
1011 1,7 176 1.13
1.80 162 112 119
1.39 1.90 1.83 1-26
1.90 116 202 2.03
2.42 1.4111 1195 284













2 34 -1 app4
• low Death Itatio is one of the Chief wore.' of surplus for dividends to policy-bottlers,
yet those who do not die early are eareems to die ultimately: ienee, a. experienoe hiss dews
'trate& the isompsasee which have itiftieri•ed Shelf e0174118 surplus tree wolf werCil Is psyi4g
the largest possible oividends in the early history of psilicies are compelled. uttimately
re-tore their sl is :dem'. to their average lira, shore policies thus yield at otitis is-
adequatew  return for the premiums ya yet can not be etirrendered beforedeath.   it $
Serials/menace. Thus working grave iaju.nlce to their oversee lives.
•verawe live. are renevisel from such grate kijoatiral by Thinks' Life 14ftruratIte, when
conducted as It is in the Tquitab e (the originator of th, system by the accumulatiou of all sur-
plus for 411%18100 among those who survive periods of ten, fifteen or twenty years, when each
policy holder may, at his option. either coatinue the amsuratice for the largest possible •nsount
without further payment of premium, or surrender she policy for the largest possible amount or
ready cash, as a provision for old age. The face of the policy without profits is at enormous re-
turn for LS04118 who die rally Hears, the better mass of amoral/1e brae prefer Tontama psdacies.
'live result of this self selection, lit• much lower Death Eatio in the Testise the., tees ite ordi-
nary policies The larger surplus from thw source is secured It the eervIvors of as Tastise
C lass In the Iqititable, while in all other communes they mist tear the swage leeriallty of
the coMpley.
ROE & Lytrs,










Clothing, Cloaks, Boots and Shoes,
DINS GOODS, rr 131111GOMA.,
For $7,000.00
To be convinced of the fact that we mean
business, look at our suits and overcoats of





For prices $10 00, $12.00, $15.00 and $20.00.
FOR $1.50
Dress Goods at About
3
REGULAR PRICE.
We must close this stock
out by
415
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The date with your
-c.ame printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
ome ant) Sortstv.
hfias Nellie bong is visitieg friends at Elkton
Frank Moore, of Longview, scent Tuesday in
the city.
J. H. Anderson has roturned from the tatern
markets
Jim t abocese, of Trenton, was in the city
Wednesday.
Jesse Evans and wife, of Howell, were in the
city Monday.
Yrs. Owen Smith. of Pembroke, *peat Mon-
day In the city.
Mires Minato and Nora Dalton are visiting
ta Adairville.
Jas M. Howe and lady are cpentling the
week in Loultiville.
Harry Ware, if Clarksville. visited relatives
in the cite Tuesday.
Dr. R. P. Townsend, of Adairville, waa 111
the city Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. (Snell of Longview. were in
town Wednesday.
Mrs. Jas. Wood. of Howell. was shopping in
town Wednesday.
Jae. Moayon atil sea. Max. rttarned from
L nisvilie Friday.
Liss EMMA Crabtree, of Empire. is iritieg
relatis es in the city.
Wir. Jae Pend eton, of Pembroke, spent
Monday in the city.,
Hiassietnnie Beard a visiting Mende anti
relative's in Louniville.
NI" alter t. ani p I-ell and Bob Johnson are spend-
ing the week in Louisville.
Mies KUM& Coleman. of South Christian, I.
visiting trieseiste tte city
Mr. and Hrs. W. le Vaashn„ of Pembroke,
spent wemmeetay in the city. -
Has, G H: Johnson and children are Tleilit
itlativss in RlizaLcthtown
Mr. •lexasder Tribble, of Danville, is visit-
tog friends and relatives In the county.
Dr. Raseoe and lady, of the Calersonia
neighborhood, were in the city Saturday.
Miss Mollie Canon, of the Fairview neighlor-
heed, is visiting Mica If ianie Brown, this week.
Mrs. Laura Burris, In in he country, was
the guest of Mos Minoie Br. tor. last week.
Mrs. Annie Boyd, of tte Pembroke neighboi,
hood, 0. visiting relatives in the city this week.
Mr. H B Wood, a leading farmer of the
Howell neighborhood, was in the city Tuesday.
Misses Mary Belle &mil I trite Mercer, leave
this morning for a volt to relatives in Louis-
ville.
Mr. Bernard Busch, of St Louis. Mo., was
in the city Tuesday, the guest of Mr. N. B.
Mr. C. I. K ancedy, of the 5. m f Gilliland &
Kennedy. left Monday for the tact to lay in a
sew stock of gools.
Miss Susie Stratton, after a long visit to the
family of Judge W P Wiofree, loft Saturday
morning for her home in Nashville.
Mrs. Belle Harris and Miss Eva Roe, of Pilot
Grove, Mu , and Bliss Mollie Lad me, of Fair-
view, are verities g sirs. Polk Clingier.
Ilesilerren Gleaner: Barrea Dade mint to
Hopkinsville yesterday an a business trip, lie
did net leave for the west. AI we reported, but
will leave on his western trip Monday.
Money te Lead.
We have $50,000 which we will lend
lii 1.11111Uliii of not lesa than $1,000.
Sante to be secured by fit at mortgage
on real estate worth not lc-se than twice
the anemia borrowed.
FELAND, STITES tt FILLAND,
Attorneys.
The Equitable Pays Up.
Mr. John M. Heater, who represents
the Equitable Company litre, has re-
ceived from the home (Alice a check for
$6,727.15 for policy of $5,000 with ac-
crued dividends on the life of the late
II. G. Abernathy. The Equitable la
always prompt and a large ntunber of
our elder citizens hold policies in it,
The !flew Jury.
The jurymen Who served the first two
weeks of the term were dismissed Mon-
day sod the following gentlemen im-
paneled for the balance of the present
term of the court:
A C. Overshiner, Wm. Major, M. D.
Meacham, J. T. Walker, W. II. White
low, Thos. Williamson, Jim. J. Smith,
J. K. Clarteme, Alex Campbell, I.. W.
Hamby, A. H. Long. 5.1'. Fruit, R. M.
Hurt, 1.. P. Payne, W. H. Adam., I. H.
Wicks, Ziljsh Cunningham, C. H. !Ha-
gen, T. J Tandy, B. T. Underwood,
Sam Harrison, Tom Whitlow, P. T.
Rogers, Jonas Courtney.
Bassett e Co.'s Opening.
The fall opening at Basaett & Co.'.
Saturdayiwee something immense. The
hose vela packed and jammed with
custom all day and every yisitor re-
celyed se a louvertir sn elegant import-
ed oleograpit, which will make an orna-
pent to any parlor. Their sales were
the largest in their history and the di.-
play a elegant gooels was truly metro-
politan. This firm, by their push and
square dealing, combined with persist-
ent, Intelligent, and liberal advertising,
have built up a trade that is more than
satisfactory to themselves. We are glad
to note their prosperity and the pur-
chasing public gives every evidence




4 telepqam from Deputy Marshal
Toni Greer to collector Wood to-day,
dated at Ileadereoli, announced the ar-
Feat of d. E Withers at that place and
peat he would be takeu to flopkinsvitlp
Monday for is trial before a United
States courmiseioner.
kr. Wittier. is clivged v. Hit Hieing the
seam beer stamps twice and by this
means defrauding the government. The
errest occasioned a considerable settee-
Gon in Henderson as gr. Withers was a
man who .too 1 high In the
sstirnatiop of the people. Be
was brought to this city on the early
train Monday and IM raignotl before
United States Commissioner J. 1.
Landes, who released him after examia-
1011L14111 as the evidence was not Audi -
dent to hotel hint over.
Vettril gontoinfie.
The people are laying in their coal
dor the winter.
Lawn tennis and burglary are still
Very popular in this city.
Mills Annie Anderson he recovering
from a severe attack of bilious fever.
Col. Neale will submit a proposition
to Cadiz and Trigg county to-day.
Au early frost is predicted fur this
section. We learn that most of the farm-
ers in Christian county have housed
their tobacco.
Mr. J. B. Robb, a prominent 3 oung
citizen of 'fronton, had his right baud
eta Off by a circular saw several days
Mr. Cyrus Redford is quite sick of re-
mittent fever at his father's 1-veldt:lice
on south Maio street.
Rev. George Cempbelli of Corydon,
preached to a large essugregation at
Herndon Sunday.
Henri- J011118011, a promitient farmer
of Use Concord neighborhood, sold his
farm last week to Mr. J.s. Courtney.
Mr. Will Bowles has formed a part-
nereliip with Henry Drexler and the
new firm will occupy the present stand.
The New ERA acknowledges the re-
ceipt of an invitstion to the Caldwell
County Fair, to be held at Princeton
October Iteh to 13th inclusive.
Al Quarles, a bricklayer employed on
the Universalist church, tell from a twat-
fold Saturday evening. He was consid-
erably bruised but not seriously ipjured.
The Bell correepondent of the Tobacco
Leaf says that Sam Buckner, of Hop-
kiusville, has been buying and shipping
a good deal of wheat from that place of
late.
The Cleveland and Thurman club of
Bennette.own is in a flourishing con-
dition. Many of the best citizepa of
South t_brietian are members of this
organization.
The good Democrats of the Howell
precinct have hoisted their Cleveland
aud Thurman flag. The Democrats in
that eection of the county will do all in
their power tor good cause.
A district convention of the W. C. T.
U. will be held at the Cumberland Pres-
terian church of (hie place St-pt. 20,
21 aid 2/. '114 Thursday evening ex-
erci,es will he of unuatial interest.
t eater Leavell was arrested Sunday
on a w anent sworn Otit, by Reuben
Gordon. lie is charged with robbing
the latter ( f a k4111 of money. The
grand jury will Inv, stigate his case.
Judge Grate, the phanonitnal pacer,
has Lien entered by his owners, Messrs.
Withers ai,d Willis, for a pacing race
se lilt liii west ff at Naaville, Sept. 28tit.
His receut victory will doubtless make
him the favorite.
The attendance at the public schools
is to great that the finals have found
it cetessaty to cohyrit the jaidtot's of-
fice into Is large room for the accomoda-
tion of one of the higher grades.
Mrs. Zrreida G. Wallace, mother of
Gen. Lew Wallace, author of "Ben
Hur", wIll lecture in Hopkinsville Sept.
21st. 'I his will be a rare opportunity
for temperance unions and prohibition
clubs to bear this venerable and distin-
guiahed lady.
The dog law expired on the 15th,
inst. but three hundred and fifty canines
txplred before the law. The long suf-
fering cur is trotting about the etreete
to-day in the full enjoyment of all his
privileges as a citizen. He is free and
unmuzzied.
There will be a trottlitg race at the
park Saturday evening between W. E.
Ragetlale'a buy stallion, Cleveland, and
R. B. tt ithers' Senator Updigrsff, for a
puree of $200. '1'lle event will be very
interesting as both are very fast animals.
Everybody is invited.
Deputy Marshal Toni Greer lost a
package of papers a few days since that
he would like to have again. The pack-
age was composed of a pay roll, fee bills
and receipts, and la of no value to any
Otle save him. Any one finding same
will be re% aided by returning them to
him.
of Sunday
Jno 0. Rust by invitation will address
the good people of Cadiz at their court-
house, Satirday night Sept., 22d, upon
the educational outlook hi Kentucky.
There is no cum more competent to speak
upon this subject than Mr. Rust, and the
people of Cadiz have a treat in etore for
them.
Jo Luck, the colored wan who had his
fingers crushed off by a cider will
several days since, died Sunday morning
from the effects of the Injury. He was
a man of whom everyone speaks in the
highest terms. He possessed the con-
fidence and esteem of the best men of
both races and Ids loss will be felt.
Sam Dicken returned Friday from the
East. I
E igar hicl'hereon has returned Ifrom
a business trip to New York.
Elder H. G. Fletuing will pruch at
the Christian church Sunday morning
at the usual hoer.
Will Feland has returned from Ar-
kansas and resumed his poeition on the
L. & N. railroad system.
The Christian County Medical Society
will meet next Montley in the (Bide of
Dre Fairleigh and Blakey-.
Gov. Buckner has appointed jGeo.
Winfree as magistrate in the Cask dis-
trict vice N. G. Brasher resigned.
There will be the usual services at the
Ninth street Preeb3terian church to-
morrow. Mr. Nourae is at home and
will preach 'limning and evening
Cashier J. E McPherson is back at
his counter le the HMI k of Hopkinsville,
after a furlough a two we, Ice during
which he took a tour through the east
Chas. Fox, colored, was sentoilued to
serve the state ins striped suit at Frank-
fort for a period of three years Friday,
by a jury of his count; ymen and peers.
'lite rock crusher is still mashing the
great bluff into ballast. Over ore hun-
dred laborers are employed to keep this
gigantic piece of machinery In. opera-
tion.
Marion Layne, near Fairview, Ky.,
has fifteen acres of tobacco, reported to
be the largest in his section. Several
plants measured had leaves twenty•five
Inches wide and forty inches bug.
Mr. C. W. Metcalfe is at the Cincin-
nati Exposition exhibiting his celebrated
tobacco screw. He will also visit
Frankfort to look after the enginevon-
tract for the branch penitentlar
Eddyville.
gWelter Du n permitted nca wad to lye
bond in the sum of two thousand dollars
with H. J. Caruthers, Jas. S. Ragsdale,
W. E. Ragstiale and R E. Cooper as
bondsmen. He was released front cus-
tody. As before stated his trial is set for
Tuesday, 14th day of the preterit term.
Officers Witty and Wadlington ar-
rested on the streets Saturday afternoon
a negro named Wiley Woodward who is
wanted at Springfield, Te1111., for ma-
liciously cutting another negro. Wood-
ward was turoed over to au I Miser of
Robertson county. Messrs. Witty and
Wadlington were paid $10 for their
troub e.
at
RMr. an IM r.Mrs. N. B. Shyer slid r.
A. C. Shyer left yesterday mornin to
attend the marriage of their sister, rile
Sara Shyer, to Mr. Bernard Hirsch, of
St. Louis. The marriage took place at
Clarksville, Tenn., at the residence of
the bride's fattier, Mr. S. Shy Tr, at 4
o'clock yesterday afternoon.
Rev. J. H. Esger's lecture at the Bap-
tist church Saturday night on "A Trip
Through Italy," will be well attended.
Ile is in every way familiar with his
subject. having resided in Rome for
many years. The admission has been
fixed at twenty-five mutat and the pro-
ceeds will be expended in wissionery
work.
Mr. J. C. Walton left yesterday for
Dalton, Georgia, where Ida wife is quite
sick. Mr. Walton and his faintly will
go from Dalton to Bow Bug Green where
they will make their future home. Mr.
Walton, duriug his residence in Hop-
kinaville by his genial and gener-
ous nature, made many warm friends
who are sorry to see him leave. The
New ERA wishes him success.
There will be a big crowd at the opera
house this evening and "Standing Room
Only," is likely to be the word at an
early hour. A good performance may
be expected as the company is composed
or first class performers. Get your seats
reserved early or y ou may regret it
Thos. W. Ke?tie, the great tragedian,
is the next on the list, but he does not
come until the 28th.
Russellville Herald : It is with sad
regret that we learn of the death of Miss
Bessie Burnett, of Hopkinsville, and
daughter of Mr. I. Burnett. She Was
just Revetiteen, and was that perfection
of womanly loveliness w hie!' endeared
her to the hearts of all with whom she was
associated. Miss Bessie has many friends
in our county who will ibe grieved to
learn of her seemingly untimely taking
off.
Paducah had a $200,000 fire Sunday
morning. Bo far as can be learned the
following are the losers: K. Relikopli,
$00,000; J. I., Allud e $35,000; Dorman
National Bank, $4,000; Kills it Rudy,
$b0,000; J. IL Nanny, $1,200; R J.
Barber, $15,000; Dick DAVIS, MON);
Case's heirs, $2,000; I. Biederman, 11,-
000; L. Croat, $3,000; Willis & Co ,
$1,500.
Attention is called to the advertise-
ment of Creoghegan, the famous
"Fourth street * Hatter,"
Kentucky. Thia lieuee car-
ries the very gnest goods, makes record
of the else and shape of each custom-
er's head, and is prepared at all times to
guarantee :a At. Mr. Geoghegan is sole
agent for the celebrated "Knox" bat.
See the special offer on mail orders.
About four yeais ago S. Niles
Advertising Agency, Boston, placed
for Mr. W. L. Douglas, of Brockton,
Mese , the first advertisement of his
$3 Ou shoes, in a few 'hirer.' covering a
portion only of the New Entland states.
Mr. Douglas' business has since then so
increased that Mr. Niles is now placing
the advertisement of these celebrated
shoes in five thousand papers, covering
every section of the country from Maine
to Oregon.
While driving down Alain street late
Friday afternoon, the horse hitched to
the light cart in which Miss Flora Trice
was riding, Mumbled, just opposite
Forbes' warehouse, breaking the Abaft
and throwing Wide 'frieit out upon the
hatd greet. Friends hastened to the
acne, eouveyed her into the
warehouse, and fumwoued physicians.
Miss Trice was tendered uncooscipus by
the fall, but it is not thought that she is
dangerously hurt; She recovered guild-
elently to be removed to her home an
hour or so later. A good deal of excite-
ment was created as Miss Trice is so
well known in the city. Her friends
wish t speedy recovery.
Nuisance.
sewer recently completed by the
fr;e17 the river on Ninth street to
tire dormer ot Campbell and Ninth streets
Ilas teetorne a'n alpines. The foul gasses
coming from the several opertiows along
It.. course are detrimental to the health of
the citizens, and will cause cholera and
var.i. The :Auer was constrneted sole-
jiaery'eft the 4 icesilte rain fell and
It way understocd that in no instance
plied it be well to carry F foul water
end matter from private lots, but lt ig
pears( peed (of tpcht P11)6feli,
1134,4111) ifUbe sewer hi the resort of doe.
ems of meta smut boys for baser purposes,
until the sewer has become a loathsome
4.4 of intense The private openings
meg/sato te brioliad up and the mouth
s traded ias suds a manner as to exclude
the entrance of any person. In be-
half of any the council is re.
to AMC tie the mum It 0.1111.
Last Thuisday Mrs. Clarence Ander-
son discovered a snake of the "spreading
adder" variety in her yard. Site rail for
re-enforcentents and implements of war
and in her absence her little six-year-
old daughter, Mary, killed the snake
with a broom. Mrs. Anderson was
badly scared when she found the little
girl had been so near the deadly reptile.
These snakes are COR1U1011 in thia country
and should be carefully guarded against
at this season.
There will be a Musical and Dramatic
entertainment at Douglass Orange Hall,
C. it P. H. R. on ?ridgy night, Sept.
1114th, "Loan of a Lover" aril "Popping
the tiutitimi" will be given, interluded
by fins musk' and to conclude with the
beautiful anti picturesque vocal Gitsy
scene from the operetta of 'Twin
Slitters" Families adjaceet to the sta-
tion will extend theft hospitality to
visitors who come op trains to attend.
A complete story called "Weptune's
Shore," hy Constance Fenimore Wool-
son, is one of the features of Harper's
Magazine for October. 'Ilia Is a return
of Miss Woolsm to the field in which
she first won reputation, and it will
delight her many old admirers who ap-
preciated her before "Anne" or "East
Angels" was written. "Neptune's
Shore" is illustrated by C. re. Reinhart
who perfectly interprets the spirit of the
author's text.
Goodyear, Cook & mitiatrels
opened the season at the opera house
Saturday night. In view of the bad
weather the audience was large, and
that they were well pleased with the
performance was demonstrated by the
approving applause which scarcely
ceased from the rise to the fall of the
curtain. 'Ite performance throughout
was replete with good points and the
local hits never failed to bring down the
house.
Boys you ought to stay away from
Clarksville. It is such a novelty to the
people over there to see a stranger In
their village that the newspaper men
rnah you into. raid type before you huse
had a charism to go around and shale
hands with Jimmie. See how they're
onto you :
The grand jury is ill Segai011 this week
at HopkInsville. Several Hopkineville
boys were in our city tide week. We
wonder if Ole Is meTyl/ a coInFitlette;
4nd again,
FIrst young lady-"Where is Mr.
from?"
Second young lady-" Why, can't you
see? He's from Ropkineville.
First young lady "How do you tell ?"
Simnel young ladyee"tiy his red face
such the swell a cloves. It is the easiest
thing in the world to tell a Hopkipsville
nom."
If we were ilispoeed to retaliate we
could tell about several boys from the
lauding over there who have visited
Hopkinsville recently. hut we will
Mars them
Bob Green is quite eiself.
Go to A. G. Bush 'for boots and gimes
and save money.
Mrs. Saul Glover, of the Oak Grove
neighborhood is quite sick.
Mies Flora Trice luta recovered from
the effects of her reeent accident.
Walter Elliott, an influential young
man of Lafayette, is very III of typhoid
fever.
The L. it N. Railroad Company is
putting in large scales tor weighing cars
near the depot.
For v, heat drille-the Hoosier, best 1111
the world-amid fertiOzere, call on Jno.
R. Green it Co., and save money.
We are glad to tante that Mr. Cyrus
Radford, who has been quite sick for the
past week of fever, is rapidly recoveriog.
0:d Juo. Montgomery was knocked
setiseless will. a brick last NIoniley night
by is eoliored wolUsli !alined KA te CP111111-
bell.
Mr. Thomas J. Fuqua, an old and re-
spected cith•ut of the Lafayette precinct
died at his residence on the 10th inst.
lie had been an invalid for KWIC titue.
Thiugs are lively out at the park. On
Wednesday and Saturday of each week
a large crowd assembles to see the flyers
exercised. The track is in good condi-
tion.
Mr. Jito. B. Galbreath hiss secured
the privilege of retailing confectioneries
at the park during the races. He will
doubtless realize a handsome profit front
the investment.
Examlue the premium list of the New
Eax drawing, which occurs on October
6th, and you will not fail to subscribe
and get •ticket. The list may be seen
on the first page of this issue.
Henderson Gleaner: Dave Braxton,
the negro rapist who was sent here
some months since from Hopkinsville
for 'life keeping, was turned loose yes-
terday by order of Judge Grace, of the
Hopkinsville circuit.
The cue of Robert Scott, colored,
against the Lotileville it Nashville rail-
road for $5,000 datuagee by the late of a
leg in an accident at Cumber Istiel City,
Tenn., last year, wall tried Tuesday, and
a verdict was rendered favor of the
defer..] out.
Mr. Char. O'Neal, one of the largest
totheco growers in South Christian, loot
a fine barn containing twenty acres of
tobacco by fire Mooday evening. His
lose will be very large The lire is sup-
posed to have originated through the
carlessnees of the laborei el.
The Clarksville 'Tobacco Leaf bays,
James I'. Gill, while driving Ill it pacing
race at Murfreesboro last ThUrgthly, was
run into by an unruly horse /11111a wheel
cut from hie sulky. Mr. Gill was thrown
to the ground and very badly bruised,
though not seriously hurt.
The case of the Commonwealth ageing
Walter Duncan charged with the mur-
der of Charles Fleming was called Titea-
day and the Commonwealth not being
A Just Tribute.
'The death of any prominent and good
citizen Is deeply felt in the community
where lie is known, but when one, who
by continue consent is the best into]
amongst all our good people Is suddenly
stricken down by tile hand of death, the
shock to us is more violent and our bOr-
row is _Intensified. 'This was keenly
felt by all when it was announced yes-
terday morning that Mr. E. It. Hopper
had died suddenly of heart (lissome at
his reitidenue in this city about 9 o'clock
on the evening of the 17th holt.
Mr. Hopper had been engaged lii busi-
nes. in 'Iliaelty for a longer period, con-
tinuously, LI an any other person now
living here, and it is not too much to
say of hint that in hint Hie totel Ilene stan-
dard was elevated to a plane rarely at-
tained in commercial life. Whilet %via'
the labor of lila lien& lie in blistered to
the wants of hie family, tind though
shirk days value to kiln, lie alWey a had
*unwilling to spare to thou who were
less fortimate thatt himself, atm in all
things, though never intruelve on the
subject of religion, the precepts of his
Lord said Master woe his only guide*.
But it wat not in business circles,
though the representative of the highest
type of the Christian merchant, that
the grandness and gooduelie of his char-
acter were chiefly shown. His influ-
ence, beginning in the family circle, ex-
tended itself to all within the radius of
his acquaintance, and ids kind acts and
words warmed the hearts and brightened
the homes of all who were in distress.
And while heleit that all within his
reach had a claim upon hint, the poor
and the neglected seemed to have an es-
pecial and • stronger claim, and their
sorrows and sufferings never failed to
bring him to their relief.
W hen a wropg was done one person by
another lie went bravely to the wrong-
doer and demanded justice. IViten pas-
sion made foes of former friends he was
the peace maker. Where sorrow or ad-
versity were most felt, he went with
rays of sunshine and gladdened and re-
lieved and even to those whose crimes
had almost driven all hope away, he
went with kind and cheering words autl
pointed them to a better life and urged
and supported their every act toward re-
formation, and whether as husband,
father, Christian or citizen lie performed
his full duty-, measured by the highest
standard of excellence.
lie has gone, but has left behind that
which few wen of any age or country
could hope for, a character aliii life so
full of virtues that one must be more
than mortal to excel.
If the sorrow and eynipatity of those
who knew and loved E. H. Hopper
could divide or lessen the sorrow of his
fa fully the burden of their grief would
indeed be light, for hie death touches
deeply the hearts of all.
It wee tit end eeemingle Providential
that lie died altuott without pain and
withotft a struggle. Oae who had
brought relief and comfort to so many ;
who bad so often soothed the dying
should not have felt the sting of death,
but be traneplanted, as lie was, from his
family circle eurrounded by kid loved
I ones, to the higher and brighter circleready the cue was continued to the 13th
of his Father in heaven.day of t..e March i term. The defendant I
gave bond for his appearance.
Sixteen car loads of new steel rails
were received here Sunday night. They
will be used between Hopkieeville and
Crofton. The Henderson division of
the L it N. system will be the best road
in the south if the company continues
the improvements recently inaugurated.
McElreee Wine of Cardui is for sale

















Russellville Heraid : Mr. A. J.
Smith, formerly of Pembroke, Ky., has
secured a position with Robt Mason.
Mr. Smith is a polite, courteous gentle-
man, and having had six or eight years'
experience In the dry goods lushness,
will no doubt make Bob an efficient and
worthy salesman.
LOST.-On the night of Septembe-
12th, near the residence of Dr. Wood, at
junction of Second and Virginia streets,
Hopkinsville, Ky., a 1103"e double
watch chain, with bell-shaped charm,
bearing initials 'F. W. A liberal reward
will be given finder on delivery at the
office of the Kest uckY New ERA.
Louisville Times: Hon. James A.
McKenzie speaks at Haweisville to-day,
after which lie will give ten days brill-
iant work to the Illinois campaign.
'The "Suckers" are going to elect Pal-
mer governor, and "Quinine Jim"
couldn't turn a deaf ear to the Egyptian
cry to come over and help 'em do it. lie
is, to borrow the lingo of the turf, in
great form, and will do the great cause
a power of good.
Buck Lawson, colored, of Clarksville,
on Tuesday was carried before Judge
Tyler on the charge of attempting to
murder ids 'stepdaughter, Hannah Smith,
by throwing her Into a well. During
the examining trial the accused made
very eoritlictlog statements and all
these were contradicted by a Mr. Rye, a
white man who responded to the dies
tress call wheu the girl was In the well.
Judge Tyler held Lawson in a $2,000
bond, failing to give which he was re-
turned to jail.
The next attraction at the opera house
will be an attraction indeed. Thos. W.
Keene, the eminent tragedian, who has
appeared before Hopkinsville audiences
on several previous occasions, will be
with us again on Friday niglit,Sept. 2St.h.
What lie will present is not yet known
but his repertory embraoes nothing but
the Itgitlinate drama and the people
may rest assured that the performance
will be a treat. Mr. Keene's oupport is
said to be unueualty fine this sesoll.
Mr. Al Metz has purchased the in-
tercet of hie jeartuer, Mr. crib "Ilinothy
in the drygoods establishmeut of Metz
It Timothy and will cenduct the businem
under hie owe name in future. This
well-known hose has Leen doing a
large and lucrative bueineaa in the past
and will doubtless continue to do so
under Mr. Meta's management. Mr.
Timothy, the retiring member of the
firm, will retrain with us until the re-
covery of Mr. Mets, who is very sick.
When he will with his family leave for
Nashville, intending to make that hie
future home. He has made many warm
friends in lb pkinsville during his
residence here and we will regret very
much to see hint leave.
rvery Democrat who desires to see
the.pritiolpies of the Dernoctklic party
tritonph in November should allow his
name to be enrolled as a member of the
Cleveland and Thurtuan club, lie
should not only join the club but he
should take an active int7r9s;ttii•.4 suc-
cess. st is troe that Kentucky is a
Denoserstic state tint thie feet does not
e*cuee apathy and lack of interest on
the part of I/erupt:race The iglemy
Is up all. in the field con-
fidently asserting that be will
cut down the majority in Kentucky if
he does not deliver the state to Harrison.
The necessity of thorough organization
throughout the state to meet and cope
with him iti November Is °below*.
Join the Cleveland and Titurtn:Iti club






The people, but mean
what I say. I buy my
goods for cash, pay no
house rent and will sell
Dry Goods, Clothing,
Hats, Boots and Shoes
CHEAIPER
Than any house this
side of the Ohio River,
Honest John,
The Farmer's Friend.
We would advise every one wilt Is
needing arty kind of Furniture to be
sure to call on us before buying else-
where, we will make It to your advantage
THOM PSON it McREYNOLDS.
You can find what you want in Misse'd
and children's School, Sailors and Hata
at cosT at N. B. Shyers, Cor. Ninth
and Main street.
COAL! COAL!
Beet lump coal free front slack anti
impurities, 9e. per bushel in yard,
coal houses tilled at 10e. per bushel.
K. L. FOULKS,
14th, and R. R Streets
It will be seen by the comparison
published on the second page
that the Equitable Life 1neurance $oci-
ety, of New york, la the largest and
most prosperous of the great Mutual
Life Insuratice companies. J. C. Latham
represented the Equitable for some
tweety years. A large nutuher of our
leading citiens hold policies In this
company, which has paid over $100,000
of death claims in Christian county.
Messrs. Roe it Lyon, of the Louisville
Branch office, have representsiti the com-
pany for twelifystliree years. John M.
Hester, of Hopkinaville, is the district
agent.
Temporary Oruaeisaitiou Effected.
Owing to a misunderstanding as to
the night of holding tile meeting there
was not as large an attendanoe at the
court-house Friday night to organise a
Cleveland and Thurman club as there
would otherwise have been. 'The
meeting was called to order and Judge
Win free made temporary chairman and
Homer l'rit.ce secretary. mtrr t few
remark') by the chair on the object of the
meeting, an appeal from Mr. Bust to
the Democrats to join the club and get
down to work, and a few remarks from
other gentlemen present, the chair, on
motion, oppointed the followito; com-
mittee oil iserifianepi ofganizatren, to
rep( rt to the meeting next 'Thursday
night at the court-limpet Homer
Prime, chairman , IL Dittp, Vol.
Sepert, Frank hell, Jae. Yancey, W. E.
Regulate, J. 0. Hord and Janie' West.
A resolution was adopted requesting
the couinilttee to invite tile co-or eration
of the colored voters feeling an interest
in the emcees of the Democratic ticket.
GS. co co cl. lat co vs.:- di




No. II 7th Street.
In returtiing thanks to his numerous
patrons and the public generally for the
auptiott accorded hint it) the peat. F.
T. Gorman begs to intone' thew that he
is pow receiving aml opening hie stock
of choice wooleti,. for fall anti winter,
and advises all early inepectIon of the
above goods. Ile. begs to draw special
attention to the l'Iset that all work is ex-
cured hy a staff of tirst-claes workmen,
tinder his own pereonni etipervision, pt.
that customers may rely upon getting
first-class tailoring.
Being desirous to retain the ormildence
hitherto roosted in hint, he is deter-
mined to have all orders, entrusted to
him to be made and trimmed in the very





I. offered to everybody to trade with
Max Solomon Co. They keep a tine
assortment of everything in the Confec-
tionery and Baker's line,and sell cheaper
than any one in the city. Will deliver
goods in part of city.
BOOTS AND SHOES.
The entire stock of Boots anti Shoes of
the firm of A C. Shyer It Co., have been
moved to our store and are now on ash_
at }11 price, they are going fast, conk
early if you want a first-cites article et
iv its; value for thirty days loner.
N. B. Set t‘ite., Coo. )sintli and Main St.
Take your repairing
to the Jeweler, Duncan
Galbreath & Co., the
cheapest place. All
work warranted,
We have the largest arid best selected
stock of Chamber Suits that esti be
found In this portion of the state.
THOMPSON It MeREYNOLDS.
Now that Maine is out of the way Mr. , Vino
Blaine is heading for Michigan. 'I his
ihowe that he is a segaMous statesnian.





clOcks lower than any
place in town at




Co., the Jewelers, have
the finest and most
unique etock of
Watches, Jewelry, etc.,
in town. They are
cheap. Call and price
them.
Mamilloom.
We are now making room for our
irnmenee stock of Wraps, which will ar-
rive shortly ; in order to place them on
sale we will for the next two weeks let
the balance of our Millinery Stock go
for what it will bring. Conte Ladies,
pick the goods mid name your own
price, no reasonable offer will be re-
fused.
N. B. Suyea. Cor. Ninth Illti Main St.
Mrs. R. I. Martin will trim all our
Hats free of cost to purchasor.
ANDERSON &TATE
Will furnish and deliv-






&c. Give them a call.
MOVED.
P. Stoehr has moved his shoe shop
from Main street to hie real knee, cor.
Water and 10th, streets, just back of
the Main street tobacco warehouse. lie
will be glad to gee his old customers
there. With thanks for past patronage
he solicits a continuance of PIMP, from
the public. 1P. STOEIIR.
PUBLIC SALE.
The Commissioner will sell at the
courchouse door, on Sept. 24th, to the
highest bidder, the tract of land recently
gold by B. W. Oweley to W. E. Embry.
It is a fine farm, with good improve-
n emits. Be on hand.
For new style marble top center tables
go to Thompson et, hi(Heytiolds, for
they have the largest and best stock in
the city.
FARMERS
You can buy the best wheat drills and
fertilizers; the cheapest buggies and
harnese; the best wagon on wheels; and
the beat and cheapest pumps front us.
Three car-loads fertilizer just received.
FORBES it BRO.
Jeans, Yarn and Linsey.
We are special *gentle for Peacher's
Mill Jeans, Yarn and Linsey., the best
goods on earth. See it before buying.
Prices 20 per cent. lower than inferior
goods are being sold. N. B. SHYER'S,
Corner Ninth mid Main street.
Dr. hippie's Electric Oil.
The greatest remedy known for all aches an
pains in head, back ,Toothache's, etc., itheuma
liana, Neuralgia. Croup, Colic, Sprains, Bruises
Frost Bites, Joints, Contracted Muscles,
en.' One half bottle ins pint of warrn





SPECIFIC the hest reniedy known for all
inipurities of the blood, a certain cure for
constipation. indigesiien.d.yspepata aud all ma-
larial troubles and all diseases of the kidneys.
CArTIoN. see that the word -Cortieolia" is on
e•.-r bottle Manufactured by Da. W. Pi
Yorsout. Murray. Ky.
For sale by 6. 5.0•ITHIR. Hopkinsville ,Ky
For Sale
At a Bargain.
The large Buick Un-
roof Livery Stable,
stock, harness and ve-
hicles of Tobe Smith,
on Virginia street, also
his dwelling house on
7th, street. Either or
both can be bought
very low on reasonable
terms. The reason for
selling is the ill health
of Mr. Smith.
A tine farm for rent for 18S‘1, the N.
B. Edmunds farm in 1I-2 miles of Gracy
Station in a tine state oh iniprovenient
and is a tine neighborhood.
Apply to Callis it Co.
FOR SALE.
Aline Livery Business, brick stable,
good stand, stock and vehicles in first-
class condition at Princeton, Ky„
live unit] growing town,
FOR SALE.
A Todd county farm, 5 miles south
of Trenton, Ky., contaiiiing 339 acres;
75 attire in timber; adjoining the land
of Three. Beasley, dec'd., hart Tally and
Thos. Webb. This land is located in
the best tame«, and wheat section in
'Todd county. Improvement*, a good
es,
barn, stables and tenement houses. We
wish to sell at once :Apd will give a bar-
gain.
We write all classes
of fire and tornado In-
surance and prompt
settlements in ca” of
loss. Beal estate bought
and sold on commis-
sion. Loans negotiated
houses rented and rents
collected; property list-
ed with us for sale ad-
vertised free of charge
to owner
On "Ilar•PRICE" SALE
was a grand success. It enabled the people to lay in lots of cheap goods.
It made friends for us and provided room for one of the handsomest,
nobbiest and cheapest stock of clothing ever opened in Hopkinsville.
And now we propose to continue to offer such bargains to the people
as shall draw all the trade to this city that rightly belongs to it, aye,
more, we propose to bring car loads of people from a distance to trade
here if low prices, fair dealing and kind treatment will do it. Buying
for two large houses enables us to secure goods very cheap and we pro-
pose to give our customers the benefit of every advantage we enjoy. If
you don't think we are in earnest cast your eye down the column of
prices here given:
Men's good heavy cotton suits




Fine Cutaways and Prince Albert's
Boys.1-, good heavy suits
Boy's half-wool suits -
Boy's finest suits - -
Children's good, heavy half-wool suits
Children's finest suits $2 to $5, worth $1
$ 3 00 worth $ 500.
5 00 worth 750.
7 50 worth 10 00.
9 00 worth. 12 00.
12 50 worth 15 00.
15 00 to 2500.
2 75 worth 3 75.
4 00 worth 5 00.
500 to 1500.
- 1 00 worth 200.
50 more.
In furnishing goods we have some special things that will open
your eyes sure enough. For one week we will sell you
A good solid British half hose for - 12;c worth 25c
Four ply linen collars, turn down or standing, - - 8ic worth 15c
Fine linen cambric handkerchiefs, plain or fancy border - 5 c worth 15 to 25c
Four ply cuffs - . - - 12;c worth 25c
Elegant neck wear - - 25c worth 50 to $1 00
Good heavy unlaundried pure linen bosom shirts 50c worth $1 00
Latest style, shape and nobby colored crushers - - 49c worth $1 00
We believe that these prices will not only bring us a big trade, but
prove a
rawing Card
to every business house in Hopkinsville. We propose to be a benefit to
this city and at the same time build up a big trade for ourselves. So
here goes for lively times, lots of fun and a big trade.
See our light weight, silk faced fall overcoats at
$6.00 to $8.50
They are beauties. There's fun in store (our store) for the small
boy. Come in-and see us next week, boys, and we will put you onto it.
J.H.Anderson&Co.,






Re Pledge Ourselves In laver of -
3FIROTECTION of customers from overcharge, adultera-
tions and misstatements.
EiREE TRADE for every one with the merchant who
does most for his customers.
3IPPROHIBITION of monopolistic rings, inflated values
and oppressive high prices.
3st, EDUCTION of the people's burden and buyer's bug-
bear-tax profits.
BUT AS TO: VOT: 1117LLLINITL7.
A, candidates for your patronage we invite an exam mat ion of our business record in support of
ourclaim for
FAIR, SQUARE DEALINGS.
V,, prrelftv fr ii, t,tiire the b•f.t quality. the moat in quantity and the lowest prices. to all ens:
WI bout distinction of are or clam. &D6/ behind our promist• stands
137'L.i=1•7=1= EVTOCZC OF =MY 0-00=43
31111 Big CIothin
AND CENTS' FURNISHINC COODS.
The finest Goode, the Fairest Dealings, the fullest Satisfaction Guaranteed.
We Invite Inspection and Zzamination of our hunk. See the styles, Look at the Quality
Marvel at the Prices.
The Tried. True and Trustworthy Traders,
IKE LIPSTINE,
22 and 24 NINTH STREET.
anis& Co.
Main St. P.O. Bldg.
Vionde[ful Prices
Never before in the history of Christian county has there ever











They have become the wonder of Hopkinsville.
At their filletseia.
At their goods.
At their cash payments.I WONDER I
windy, wordy puff, which bursts like a Isttb-
C IC lino 'to; 
profits.F'IP.SIT, In high quantity.
IS
. You should gcl early and see their
Woildorliil Stool ad Womlorfill Pnas.
They have the largest and best selected stock of Furniture
ever brought to this city. PRICES are the lowest ever
heard of before. They are cut down so low th;),t competitors
are bewildered and
WONDER HOW IT IS DONE.
SMALL PROFITS AND QUICK SALES IS OUR MOTTO.
Do not fail to come end see the EYE OPENERS and SOUL 
SCORCHERS
they are offering to "77-cnclesrfu1 131.a.yer s at -
Vrs.ron.d.oxixis Prices.











BOOTS LA C R1146 sad
Hair Dressing
liore in Inc very beatatyie. Assisted by It
Jones and I. H. Jones. All
Petite mul Skillful =arbors.
Don't forget the pleas.
'lb street he:iota:as Itiorees0Ase.-
Christian Circuit Court
.1..1. GAlturfriM, and I Petition
LOVL• T. U atatiTT, K.:parte. s Realty.
This day come the petitioner*, Jeff .1. Garrott
and Louie T. Garrott, and fIlvt their everts
petition in the office of the clerk of the Chris-
tian Circuit Court, praying that the °curt)
would, by decree, empower the said Loafs T.
Garrott to use, enjoy, sell and convey for her
own benefit, any property she may DOIT own or
hereafter acquire, free from the clams or debin
of her husband, to make contracts, PM- and be
sued as atingle womaa, and to trade in her ewn
nanie iind to disposie of her property by will or
deed. It i.e ordered that a copy of dos order be
published in the KiNTUCKY New ERA, a news.*
paper publiched In klopk e. Christian
ocounty, Kentucky, the length of time proscribed
by law.
Given under my hand as clerk of the Chris-
tian 4.. ire uit Court. Sept. 4th. iso
tint'. Si. !Izmir*,
Clerk I. 'midden County Coast..
C. H. ficsii, Att'y.
.141.•
University of Virginia.
(Founded by THOMAS Jzrvisilioa.)
Session of slue imiesitles begins °stoner
Pt. lame. I here are Is schools Flying tnatrue-
tiou in Literature. Sole nee. Agriculture. Roe.:
neer mg, Pharmacy, Medicine and Law,
partments all thoroughly equipped Location
ebniste.1 and healthful. For catalogue apply
to C. S. VENAHLL LL, D. Chainnas ol
faculty. P. 0. UniennineT OF is ,V*,.
4,..40w?e,, ,rtvieviuswiwg„,impoweitougagmitowss„w-o-esees,• ,..r,Pnisioestepplanieneweelitiecett.
-4Nk.-votiastitWflts- `. -.rev e
IILNEYOLEN'T SOCIETIES.
liorams•tita Loam. No. IT, A. F. • A. M.
Bryan Hopper, W. M.
Lodge meets at litssoniti Hall, ad story
Thompson Block, Ira Monday night in
month.
ORIILYTAL PTElt NO. 14., A.A. H.
Medias Rudman, II F
Stated ooavocations Monday of co 1
moat& at Masonic Hall.
MOORE COKKANDERY NO.11. K. T.
Sr. Kt.L . H. Hearten, E. L.
Heels 4th Monday in each month st Masonic
Hall
itOYAL ARCANUM, HOPEI N STI L LE CO U N
CIL. NO. 6114
los. I. Landes, H tett-
Kesel Mead 4th Thursdays each month at
J. I. Lassies' aloe.
MOAYON COUNCIL NO.IICHOSEN FRIENDS
Lplittae, Chief Consieslor.
lleeet SS 1.0.0. 7. Hall, sad 4th Moaday ta
Pak mat&
CHRISTIAN LODGE, NO. OM, 0/1 H.
R. lg. Anderson. Dictator
Mesta hit and krd Tuesday in e'en month at
R.N. Ander...14'A Hall.
IIVERHILEEN LODGE, NO. IS K. OF P.
A. 94 Clark, C. C
Lodge meets tits aad 4th Thursdays ia ev-
ery month at Howe's Hall,
liXDOWICENT LANK, K. OF P.
L. R. Davis. Preel.
Mara ad Moaday in every month at R. H.
•ndereou's Hall
1EMIGRA/fTS Smakisg heath os th•iln• of tht vied will
wavy *peels low noes. a
eet Am.(' el Mils Csamay tot rates, metes,
tai., sr writ*, c, P. *TROPE. 6. P & I A,
011 - ----__fietholisaw
KNIGHTS Olt THZ GOLDEN CROSS.
B. B. Nance, N. C.
R. A Rogers, K of L.
lials tat 1st sad Frklays in each month
•NCEINT ORDER OF UNITED WORKMEN.
W. H. Lee, 11. W.
Time of meeting. fd and 4th Tuesdays at Mc-
Canty, Bate te.'s aka.
GREEN litIVRE LODGE, NO. 14,, I. 0 0. F.
A. S. Caldwell, N. G.
Meets every Troia/ night at I. 0. 0. F. Hall.
ENCAMPMENT, NO. IL I. 0. 0.
r. r Hestlersow, C. P.
meeta let and Thursday night. at I.
0.11711 . Hall. -
ORDER OF THE IRON HALL
John Noayon, P. C. J.
Meet' 4th erinesday in each month at John
Mmayea's
FLORENCE I.01301, NO IL DAUGHTER,
or EEHIKA.
Hefts 9141 Kaday algid at I. 0 0. r Hail
COLORRD LOOMIS,
WHIM KIINIVOLINt
et itsil ?VIA 414/147:71141414
P3Itt f eft LS
I SC • PRO/11; lif
NMI r.
FSSINON i14-155bilk 14• V
trt:zurs
KUSADORA TEMPLE, NO. El, S. 011.
Nemeth! Stb Tuesdays is each month
C. B. T. Hall Poetell's bleek Court street
Augusta Homes, W. P; Carne Banks D. P
Esti* Canty, Secretary
HOPLIEST1LLE LODGE, NO. MSC 9. U.
or o. r.
Heels lad sod lth Monday nights at Haat
sad Oyershiner's Ha 11 Main street. Chula
Jesup N.0; William Gray, V. si; K. W. Glass
P. 8; 4;lark N. r.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. INT, G. N. 0
OF F.
and Ird Wednesday nights of eaoh








Grate ad Marble liolluento!




Fouaded by Toot. Jorroxsoo
Scrims at illn• illeuths begins Met. let,
lave.
There are 19 schools giving instruction 1
Laterafetri, Si-seesee, A ;fro-allure, Eisoimuring.
atedte.we and LAW . C hair of Biology
established. Departmente all thoroughly
equipped. Locat .on elevated and healthful.
For Catalogue apply to
W It H. TIWENT0N. Ch•innan of Faculty,














-Sad All Foists ot-
Arkansas and
Texas
Through Tickets ars sow cm Sale. Call ow or
address
W. J. FULLER,







1 tr 't, .1
Wilke Dam led vitt, Speed llerlyalid
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE
Fran at. Goals, Evansville sad Handera..--4
SOUTHEAff & SOUTH
TEKOVOR cosCHIS from above cities te
sad ‘..ligutiacioga, makiag direst eon-
aistioss
Palacio Csre
*tame, Seoul nab, Meson, Jeckson•Ille,
sad trollies is Portia
etaseatiose ate made at Guthrie sod Pus.
dlis ter WI wage
1 NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
fa Pollees Phu* Care
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.
ellearESIS L•W 11.SCTIAISei (sine
weekly) begin llth July. IONS, and end lab Sep-
amber. Has proved of signal use,-lw, to
etadents wbo deeige pursuo their studies at
tailor other Law School; SI to thaw! who pro
wise to read privately; sad Pi, to praetitionerl
who nave set had the advantage ;if systematic
I treetiee. roe circular apply (P. 0 Uniyer.
• ty ef Ta to Jett B. Boron, Prot Core. and
MUM Law.
e•eyy sr here to




Aoysnce I sear, and
celebra ...I wherever
Farmers a nil
tin•r ied-s g spare
time c.anoot use it to het-
te-r iii:yantage tt;aii In this
‘yenc. 9' r ni owners
oho ps 51.1ien the fact of
nodoubied eepoisibilitY
hy t ter• from their
Rester or Dry Goode bier.
chant. con purchase Iota of 25 or 50 nisehInes at
the I.•weet holesale prio. givine their note at
90 days, vrt•hont inte.est in settlement of in•
v;.ieos I oh -p sample washer, on trial, on Wien:
terms. V rite tir partienlars




rile Fusee& led Largest Hotel la the City.
•••••
Mates 115.10 tot 114.00 Per Day.
According to Rooms
Turkish and Russian Beths in Hote
Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
Large and ram y stable an 1 auMe accornmia•
lion for horses. Special at'ent:on given to fur.
•ishing grod horses and vehicles to 611 Terms
reasonable. Te/ephone connection everywhere.
ogmleureird Limy*ug KENTUCKY.
Female COLLIVIOI
THC SEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL rom
VOUNQ LADIES IN THE STATE. hem.







This powder never varies. A marvel of puri-
y, strength and wholesomeness More econom-
ical than the ordinary kin is, and cannot be solo
in oompetition with the multitude of luw test,
short weight alum or pluiephate lowders. Sold
owl", in ems. ROYAL B•Clita Powell CO ,
Wail stress. N. Y.
a lialleielirsie De 11.• 1••• stir
The Light Draught Si. weer
14. 1,,T IC 8 r I .17
J . B. THOMPSON   Manager
EX NASH. ..
Will leave EvansvIlle f CanneOos • ly
except Sunday, at a o'clock, a no,. making
nonnection: with the (L.A. It N. R. R
.7..etareing„ lea,-es Cannelton dolly at StSo
m., Sunday exoepted, and Owensboro at V n. ni
IICIIIDAT TINS C•eD
Leaves Evanevine  la. ie. seari
Leavedioweasbere 4 p. di sto
ngreejtf141. fot round trip on Sunday. bnt not
e ot stores purehase'l by the Weieshil.






SW-0Se' oorner 6th and Mum.
ATTOMSEVS.
FIL•ND H. J. Streit'. J/10. ',ELAND, ./k










Otles over Frankel • Sons'.
TIME TABLE
-OF THE-
Ochshor & Nashville R.R. Co.
SOUTH BOUND.
Mall.
Leaves Owenthoro .. 3:40 I,. in, 6:00 a. m.
Leaves Central City 4:16 p. m. 9:30 a. m.
Arrive:, at RnaiellvIlle 6/0 p. tn. 1:15 p. m.
Leaves Ruseellyille . . ... i10.60 a. m.
16.40 p.
Arnyes at Adairville  ill.00 a. m.
/7 30 p m
NORTH BOUND.
leaves Aiairville  i5.3n a. in.
13.00 a. m
Arrives at Rusaellville  $6 TS p m
4.00 o.
Leaves Rumellville 7.06 a. m. a. m
eaves Central City .... 9 09 a. in I So p re
tirri•es at iwenaboro 10.45 a. m. 4 45 p.




REDUCED RATES FOR 1888.
Board $2 per Day; $10 to 14 per Week
Bram and string band in attendance during
season.
For circulars addrese
Man•ger. / Crab o-chani





IlliCataloIrms tieing fun particulars, addremall
"ft PAG.
University of Virginia.
'Founded by Ttioe JltrYllIte011•)
Semion of mime aa•site• begins October
st. here are DO schools giving !unme-
ant, in Literature, ecienee, Agriculture, Engi-
neering. Pharmacy, Meiiicine and Law, De-
partmental all thoroughly equipped location
el evated and healthful. For catalogue apply
to L. S. VENABLE, LL. D. Chairman of
F amity . IS U. Omegans? or VA , vA.
KENTUCKY FARMERS' INSTITUTE.
Programme for the Meeting October'
10th at Elizabethtown.
OFFICIO OF CoMMISSioNER OF 1
AGRICULTURE, liORTICVLTURE
•ND STATISTICS,
FRANiirtika, HY., Sept. 10, ISSS.
To the Farmers of Kentucky: 1
Below 1 have the pleasure to present
the programme tor the meeting of th
Farmer's Institute of Kentucky, to
held at Elizebetlitown, Hardin comity
October 10th, ISS8. It is my duty, a
well as my pleaeure, to co-operate witl
this; and similar institutions the state
whose Objet•tri are solely to promote tit
interest ot agriculture.
The following subjects and essayists
have been selected by the committee:
UNFINISHED PROGRAMME OF LAS/
MEETING
1. Dairy Breeds of Cattle; by Geo
V. Green, Hopkinsville, and 11. M
Lyle, shelbyville.
2. Sow hig and Management of Meade
owe; Jet's', Talbot, Hardin county, and
W. T. Hill, Builitt county.
3. Raising Melons; Hon. William
Cook, Warren county.
KEW ilit'SJECT0.
1. Insects Deleterious to Plaut
Growth in Kentucky ; 1. B. Nall, of;
Louieville.
1. Practical Fruit Culture; J. IL,
Stewart, Hardin county.
3. Hinderances to Successful Farm-
ing; Hun. W. E. Minor, Breckinridge
county.
4. Taxation as Bearing on Farmers-
How can it be More Equitably itepor-ed
on Farms and Farm Property ; Jos. A.
Logan, Shelby county.
5. Rehit1011 of Transportatiou to the
Profits of Agriculture; the President of
the institute.
e The Bright Side of Farming;
Moe. W. Scott, Ducher's Station.
7. What the Farmer Needs in the
Way of Additional Legislation and How
to Get it; Hon. Gue. W. Richardson,
Meade county.
8. Condition of the Tobacco Trade,
and Remedy fur the Evils; Knox Brown,
Owen couety, and John G. Barkley,
M uhlenberg county.
9. Forestry ; J udge A. II. Brown,
Elisabetlitowie and Dr. D. Berry, Car-
tul, III.
10. Poultry fut Partners' Profit; Mti,
W. W. 141kIelle,
II. Sollo 111111 Neltde I Oft V; Mt
IV; NO1111010 Whorl tifoWillt
ilohn Nielisnli mot Matti
eullivin, ;minty
Peeture 1,410111- wilOW 41 MI4110
Theln i JAC A, Klubssit, If 'NW
14. My Silo for Three Years; G. W,
Crum, Jefferson county.
15. Sheep ; Gen. C. M. Clay, Madison
county, and W. 1. Samuels, Nelson
county.
16. The Most Profitable ;Crop From
My Own Standpoint; Major Richard
Waters, Jefferson county.
Prof. M. A. Scovill will explain the
results obtained at the Kentucky Exper-
iment Station at Lexington. He has ob-
tained some results of value to the farm-
ers of the etate. His papers on past oc-
casions are regarded as useful to a high
degree.
Opportunity will be offered for com-
paring methods and resulta of practical
agriculture.
It is hoped a large number of the farm-
ers of the state will attend and make the
institute a success.
Very respectfully,
C. Y. WILSON, Com'r.
When Baby vras &If k we gave her Cr Melia,
When she wee a Child, she cried for Cestorta.
When she became Id las, she clang to Castor*
Inas ohs had Children, else gave tam Cabala
Bainbridge Notes.
Special Correspondence.
B•INBRIDGE, KY., Sept. 13.-Mr*.
Majors, living near Cerulean Springs,
died of pneumonia fever last week.
We are authorized to announce that
there will be a grand Sunday school
celebration given at Johnson school
house Oct. Gth. Everybody invited to
come.
Esq. J M. and J. L. P'Pool, of this
place, were In your city Monday.
We learn that Mr. James Mayse, who
walked to Ilopkinsvile, fourteen miles
distant, one morning before breakfast,
too take an early start to his home In
"Todd county, has reached there all 0. K.
Squire J. J. Cox. of this place, and
Tom Penn, of Princeton, met near
Cerulean Springs last Monday to settle
for a bill of lumber, which Penn owed
Cox. Penn claimed that the lumber
was not according to contract and re-
fused to ply for it. There had been but
a few words when Penn drew a piece ot
eicautling and struck Cox over the head.
Cox then made at Penn, gathered him
by the throat, and began choking him.
Seelig; the Squire was a little too much,
Penn called for help. Mr Jut). Rogers,
who standing by, pulling the Squire off
After Mr. Penn got up he apoligozed
arid said he was willing to sett e.
Mrs. McConnell, of Memphis, Tenn.,
is here visiting relatives this week.
J. M. ,Beartleld, of Cerulean, was here
on business to-day.
The dance at Squire John Cox'o,
Wednesday night, was largely attended
and the tip of the light .,,fantastic was
heard until a late 'sour. Alter congratu-
lating the mualelans, Messrs. Pool arid
Owens, for their excellent performatice
all returned to their respective places of
abode to wait another calling.
Mr. Baker, son of E. Baker, and Miss
Rogers, daughter of Mr. Tink Rogers,
eloped to Clarksville Tuesday and were
married. They returned to this vicinity
Wednesdry, where they will in future
reside. W. R E.
TOO LATE.
The Sad Fate of a Young Girl, and
the Remorse of Her Father-A
Death that Might Have Been
Prevented-A Warning to Pa-
rents
Better Than Suicide.
Profeseor Arnold says: "An In-
curable dyspeptic is justified in commit-
ting suicide." We will guarantee to :lure
any dyspeptic within three months by
Acker's Engliah Dyspepsia Tablets.
H. S. Garner.
Mrs. Snell, wife of the murdered
Chicago millionaire, has offered a re-
ward of $20,000 for his murderer. Tail-
cott will now proceed to get caught all
over the world again.
Worth Knowing.
Mr. W. II. Morgan, merchant, Lake
City, Fla., was taken With a severve
cold, attended with a distreasing cough
and runniug into consumption in its
first stages. Ile tried many so-called
popular cough remedies and otemilly
grew woree. Was reduced in flesh, had
difficulty In breathing and wax unable
to sleep. Finally tried Dr. King's New
Diaeovery for Consumption and foiled
luonedinte relief, mei after using about
a h f dozen bottles found himself well
anti has had no return of the dimemee.
No other remedy cati show so greed a
record of cures, as Dr. Mince /brew 1 Is-
covery for Consumptiou guarantee to
do just what is claimed tor it. Harry
B. Garner's City Pharmacy.
A &Mating club in Iowa has been con-
sidering this ouesaion: "Is the Tariff
More Beneficial to Worktegmen Than
to Manufacturers ?" '1'lle members nave
decided the question in the affirmative.
They should now discuss the following
subjects "Does Intoxication Cause
Hiccoughs or do Hicaoughs Cause In-
toxication?" It may be argued that
Iowa being a prohibition state the mem-
bers of the club do not know anything
about the subject proposed. In reply
to this it is only necessary to say that
they evidently do not know anything
about the tariff, either.
Parente Criminally Liable.
More than half of all deaths occur IS-
fore six years of age. An army Of
Innocent, lovely children are swept
needlessly away each year. Parents are
criminally responsible tor this. The
death rate of children in Erigland.is leas
than half tide. Acker'e English Baby
Soother Isis tioae more to bring this
about than all other causes combined.
You cannot afford to be without it,
11. B. garnet.
Argie Leach was the only child
and idolized daughter of parents
who were able to indulge her every
wish sald desire. She was pro-
vided with the best teachers in all
departments of education. Until
she was sixteen years of age she
wa.s the picture of perfect health
and loveliness. At a critical time
she was exposed to a rain storm
and caught cold, which caused de-
rangements peculiar to her sex.
She was treated by the best phy-
sicians.
She suffered great pain in her back,
hips, chest and in the back of her
head and neck. Her nervous sys-
tem became deranged. She would
have spells when sbe would laugh
and cry alternately, and could not
control herself. Iler eyesight was
affected, and when she would at-
tem t to read innumerable start
wou d appear and blind her.
On February 10th, 1887, the fcl-
lowing letter was received from the
broken-hearted father.
DEAR BROTHER NICHLREE: The tried-
eine came too late! My daughter died
on the 12th of lamt month. ,I shall
never forgive myself for neglecting to
act on your advice. I now firmly be-
lieve that if we had given her the
Wine of Curdui when asiti wrote us
about it, that she would have been
alive to-day. She was the snly joy
and hope of our declining years, and
to think that her life was sacrificed by
prejudice makes me miserable. A
young lady, Miss , living near us,
who was afflicted almost pnecisely like
my daughter, was treated with the
Wine of Curdui, and is now entirely
well. May Clod forgive me!
Yours In great affliction,
JOHN U. LRAM,
13tifin4 the find part of hie
daughter to oieknem Mr, Leach's
fittytttiort Wee ditertml tri the time
rnittnile for Olinii
rao'm Win@ of t'Arttoi) awl ho
R401104 try it, lila hot
v0,40041,4 it, Flintily, whon
411 hope wita gone, he permuted,
hut it Wile then too late. .No hu-
man power could save her life.
The names in the above story are
fictictious, but the facts are exact
occurrences. One hundred cases
similar to this could be given,
where cures were accomplished by
use of McElree's Wine of Cardut,
and all might have terminated in
d.eath, as so many hundre'ds do
'JVCry year.
Mr. S. A. Smith, Postmaster at
Burnt Mills, Tishomingo county,
Miss.. one of the most successful
country merchants in the State,
well known throughout Northern
Mississippi, writes us the folloviing
unsolicited letter :
BURNT MILLS, MISS, Oct. 21, '86.
lb the Chattanooga Medicine
Your medicines are all up to the
recommendations. McElree s Wine
of Cardui cannot be too highly recom-
mended.
One lady In this neighborhood was
confined to her room fur six years, and
by the use of mix bottles of Wine of
Cardui is now permanently cured.
Another one with Heart Dropsy, or
thought to be by eminent physician.
and pronounced incurable, after using
five bottles is permanently cured.
Yours, etc.;
S. A. SMITH.
We wrote to Mr. Smith, asking
him if he had any objection to the
publication of his letter. This was
his reply :
"I have no objection to the.letter be-
ing printed, and would be glad if every
lady in the world could see it."
Youre truly, S. A. SmITW.
December, 1, 1886.
This astonishing but simple rem-
edy is one of the most valuable
Tonics for ladies who are debili-
tated, weak, worn-out, tired and
nervous. A dose taken every
morning will strengthen them in
every way, and no prejudice should
deter them from using it. It puri-
fies the bleed,clears the complexion,
strengthens and quiets the nerves,
and tones up the whole system. It
is for sale by all druggists, and all
who keep it will recommend it.
The following letter is from a
clergyman well known in every
State in the Union, but particu-
larly in Tennessee. If we were at
liberty to use the writer's name, no
lady who reads it would doubt the
value of McElree's Wine of Cardui.
Gentlemen:-Sinee the birth of OW
last child, five years ago, my wife has
been a great sufferer from falling of the
womb. For weeks at a time she was
never able to stand on her feet more
than an hour at a time without great
pain, and had other ailments that made
her condition exceedingly alarming.
Physicians were never able to do her
much good, though I consulted the
best I could find. About four months
sgo we got one of your little books, and
were led to try your Wine of Cardui as
a tonic. The benMt from the find bot-
tle was not very great, but she kept on
tAking it, and soon began to improve,
and is now in guod health. She is a
firm believer that the Wine cured her,
srul)nsiated en writing to express her
;rutitUde to you. have written this
For her sattab.ction, relying upon yea
to make no publicatiou of my totem
connection with the matter. While I
Jo not think the Wine was the sole
eause of my wife's recovery, I do think
it was instrumental in briuging about
tier restoretion to health, and shall
tver feel grateful for ita being thrown
ta our way.
"I have never," declared a statesman
in congress the other day, "I have nee-
er come into the senate chamber full of
whisky." Thir is a very wicked thrust
at the cause of prohibition.
&mows Itchy, Sealy, Skin Tortures.
The simple application of nSwayneS
Ointment," without any internal medi-
cine, will cure any case of Tet!er, Salt
Rheum, Seingworrn, piles, Itch, Sores,
Pimples, keeeina, all Scaly, 1 telly Skin
Eruption., no matter how obstinate or
long standing. ft Is poteeL effective,
and costa but a trifle.
Congressman Tom Reed goes back to
Washington for another term with col-
ors dying. Soine day the Republican
party will wake up and discover to its
surprise that Mr. Heed is the briglivet
and biggeol Republican of them all.
Terrible Forewarnings.
Cough in the morning, hurried Of
tfinkIllt rnielog
tlyClithees in the clie•t, quickened puke,
chillinees in the eveiiing or sweats st
night, all or any of theme thirige are the
first staged of coneuniption. Acker's
English Cough Remedy trill cure these
fesreul symptoms, and le 'kohl under&
PefitiSe Ituentalatee by. II. Garner.
"ewe- IP •
The Demooratie eandidate for gover-
nor of Massachueetts is el years old.
Ile ia probably the youngest 111101 now
running for the office of governor
eny of the states. Is name is Ruesell,
but tn rage he is elected lie will probably
ehange It to Itimalee.
Renews Her Youth.
Mrs. Pluebe Cheeley, Peterson, Clay
Co., /owe, tells the following remarka-
ble story, the truth of which Is votudied
for by the resident' a the town : "1
am 73 years old, have been troubled with
kidney uomplalut and lameneea for
many years; could not dress runelf
without help. Now I am free from all
pain and sorenese, and am able to do all
my own !Homework. I owe my thanks
to Electric Bitters for having renewed
my youth, and removed completely all
Nemec and pain." 'Fry a bottle, 50c
and $1, at Ilarry B Garner's City Phar-
macy.
•
Some people are talking nb mt the
prospect of Micro's going Democratic
this year. Perhaps it will go Demo-
cratic provided the sun rises In the west
on the morulus of election day.
a. • v. vrout IIAGGLD.D.
Wats eneratfon foe the
aristocracy, 'I y9 _made a irreat deal
WOLFS, do u tnind tr.":1,4 )utliTt;la:
ship. What is there to prevent my sue-
cessor-suppoeing I have a successor-
from taking advantage of that tnoney.
and rising on it to a similar position to
that so worthily occupied by your lord-
ship?"
-Exactly, Mr. Meeson. A most excel-
lent idea for your successor. Excuse me,
but I see Lady Ilolailluret beckoning to
me." And ho fled precipitately, still fol-
lowed by Mr. Meoson.
"John, my dear," sald Lady Holmhurst,
"I want to Introduce you to Miss Smith-
ers-the Miss Snaithers whom we have all
been talking about and whose book you
have been reading. Miss Smithers, my
husband."
Lord Holmhurst bowed most politely,
and was proceeding to tell Augusta, in
very charnang language, how delighted
ho was to make her acquaintance, when
Mr. Meesou arrived on the scene and per-
ceived Augusta for tho first time. Quito
taken aback at finding her, apparently,
upon the best of terms with people uf such
quality, he hesitated to consider what
course to adopt, whereon Lady Rolm-
burst, in a somewhat formal way, for sho
was not very fond of Mr. Meeson, mis-
taking his hesitation, went on to intro-
duce him. Thereupon. all in a moment,
as wo do sometimes take such resolutions,
Augusta came to a determination. Sho
would have uottitng more to do with Mr.
Moeson-ano would repudiate him then
and there, come what would of it.
So, as ho advanced upon her with out-
stretched hand, she drew herself up, and
in a cold and determined voice said: '•I
already know Mr. Itlyeson, Lady Holin-
hurst. and I do not wish tu have anything
more to do with him. Mr. Meesen has not
behaved well to me."
" 'Pon my word." murmured Lord Holm-
hurst to himself, "I don't wonder she has
had enough of him. Sensible young
woman, that!"
Lady Ilolmhurst looked a Ilttle aaton-
ished and a little amused. Suddenly,
however, a light broke upon her.
-Oh! I see," she said. "I suppose that
Mr. Meesea published letnima's =.Vowa
Of course that accounts for it. Why, I
declare there is the dinner belll Come
cloug, Miss Stulthers, ur we shall lose
the place that the captain has promised
to." Aud, secortlingiy, they went. lease
lug Mr. Meeann, Wliu hall hot Set hilly
tealited the titipfeeetlehted eatittu of this
kostiinn, posnit-sly en"pilig trtI the detle:
e&ti lull 10410 the liertgeeirit thole' were
ettettlet oe Whets'
Wettell the efetki,
',Mid pow, fa! MIA. lirultilsre,"
11,14 t‘dy ifoinihtirst when, dinner being
over, they wore flitting torther Irl the
tuoeulight, near the wheel, 'perhaps yue
will tell me why you don't like Mr Mete
son, whom, by the way, I personally de-
test. But don't, if you don t wish to, you
know."
But Augusta did wish to, and then and
there she unfolded her whole sad story
into her new found friend's sympathetic
ear; and glad enough the poor girl was to
find a confidant to whom she could un
bosom her sorrows
"Well, upon my word!" said Lady
Ilolmhurst, when she had listened with
tears in her eyes to the history of poor
little Jeannie's death, "upon my word, of
all the brutes I ever heard of, I think
that this publisher of yours is the worst?
I will cut him. end get my husband to
cut him, too But no, I have a better
plan than that. Ho shall tear up that
agreement, so sure as my name is Bessie
Holmhurst; ho shall tear it up. or-or"-
and she nodded her little head with an
air of infinite wisdom.
CHAPTER VL
RR. TORREY GOES FORWARD.
From that day forward the voyage on
the Kangaroo was, until the last dread
catastrophe, a very happy one for Au-
gusta. Lord and Lady Holmhurst made
much of her, and all the rest of the first
class passengers followed suit, and soon
she found hereelf the most popular char-
acter on board. As tho story of Mr. Mee-
son's conduct to her got about. the little
society of the ship-which was. after all.
a very fair example of all society in
miniature-fell away from this publish-
ing prince, and not uven the jingling of
hie money bagscould lure it back. He.
the great. the practically omnipotent,
the owner of two millions, and the hard
master of hundreds upon whose toil he
battened. was practically cut. Even the
clerk, who wee going out on a chance of
getting a place in a New Zealand bank,
would have nothing to say to hlin. And,
what is more, be felt It more even than
an ordinary individual would have done.
He, the "printer devil." as poor little
Jeannie used to call him, he to be slighted
and flouted by a pack of people whom he
could buy up three times over, and all on
account of a wretched anthoress-an
authoreessif you please! It made Mr.
Meeson very wild-a state of affairs
which was brought to a climax when,
one morning. Lord Ilolmhurst, who had
for several days been showing a growing
dislike to his society. actually almost cut
him dead; that is. Lie did not notice his
outstretched haod, and tressed him with a
slight bow.
lip 'Never mind, my lord-never mind!"
muttered Mr Meeson after that some-
what pompous but amiable nobleman's re-
treating form. -We'll see if I can't come
square with you. I'm a dog who can pull
a string or two in the English press, I
am! Those who have tho money and
have got a hold of the people, so that
they must write what they tell them,
ain't people to be cut by any colonial goy-
enaer, my lord- and In his anger he fairly
shook his fist at the unconscious peer.
"Seem to be a little out of temper. Mr.
Meesou," said a voice at his elbow, the
owner ef which was a big young mao
with hard but kindly features and large
mustache, '•What has the governor beee
doing to your
"Doing, Mr Tomtv? Ile's beencutting
me, that's all. me-Um-wee-cutting me
as dead as offal. or something like it. I
held out my hand and he loektel right
over it, and marched by."
"Ahl" said Mr. Tombey. who was a
wealthy New Zealand land owner; "and
new. why do you suppose he did that?"
"Why? I'll tell you why. It's all
ate.e.nmitstshastruglirtbac"rs,
do you mean?" said
Tombey, the big, with a curious flash of
his deep set eyes
"Yes, Miss Smithers. She wrote a
book. rand I bought the book for £50. and
stuck clause in that shire should give me
tloi right to publish anything she %%Tete
for five years at a price-a common sort,
of thing enough in one way and another,
when you are dealing with some idiot who
don't know any better %Veil, as it hap-
pened, this book sold like wildfire, and, in
time, tho young lady comes to me and
wants more money, wants to get out of
the hanging clause in the agreement,
a-ants everything, like a female Oliver
Twist; and when I say. 'No. you don't,'
loses her temper and makes a scene. And
it turns out that a- hat she wanted the
money for was to take a sick sister, or
cousin, or aunta or some one, out of Eng-
land; and when sho could not do it, and
tho relation died, then she emigrates, and
goes and tells tho people on board ship
that it is all my fault."
"And I suppose that that is a conclu-
sion that you do not feel drawn to, Mr.
Meesonr
"No; Tombey, I don't. Business is
business, and if I happen to have get to
windward of the young woman, why, so
much the better for rne. She's getting her
experience, that's all; and she a'n't the
first end won't ha the last. But if she
goes saying nowt' more about ins I go for
her for elander, that's sure."
"On the legal,ground that the greater
the truth the greater the libel, I pre-
sume?"
'.Crinfound her!" weert on Meeson, with.
out noticing his remark, and contracting
his heavy eyebrows, "there's no etui to the
trouble bile Ilia brought og me. I quer-
reled with my nepLew about her, and
now she's dragging my name through the
dirt here, and I'll bet the story will go
all over Now Zealand aud Australia."
"Yes," bald Ur. Tomboy, "I fancy you
will find it will take a lot of choking; and
now, Mr. Aloosou, with your permission
I will say word and try and throw • new
light upon a very perplexiug matter. It
never emens to have occurred to you what
an out and out blackguard you are, so I
may as well put it to you plainly. If you
aro not a thief, you are, at least, a very
colnred imitation. You take a girl's
hook and make hundreds upon hund.reds
out of It and glee her fifty. Yon tio her
down so as to provide for' Aruceessfy6
swindling of the same bort during future
years, arid then when sho comes to beg a
few pouuds of, you, you show her the
door. And now you wonder, Mr. Meeson,
that respectable people will have nothing
to do with yeti! NVell, now, I tell you,
My opinion is that the only society to
which you would be really suited is that,
of a cowhide. Good morning," and the
largo young man walked off, Lis verl
mustaches curling with wrath and con-
tempt. Thus, fur a second time, did the
great Mr. Afeesen hear the truth from the
lips of babes arid sucklinge, and the worst
of it was that ho could nut disinherit
Ntintber Two as he had Number Ouo.
Now this will strike the reader as being
very warm advocacy on the part el Mr.
Tombey, who, being called in to crepitate
and bless, cursed with such exteaordluary
vigor. It may even strike the discerning
reader-and all readers, or at least nearly
all readers, aro of course disceruIng; far
too much so, indeed-that there must
have been a reason for it, and the discern-
ing reader will be right. Augusta's gray
eyes had been too much for Mr. Tomboy,
as they had been too much for Eustiuse
Meeson befeeo Hie passion had
S
sprung u and ripeAnedp.ameanrin thatAtemaluypeculiarly
itsbLisiabb....igorous fashion that passions
Cupid's own bet bed, anal; this a-ia-y-
11(vsoll's will ci4th:s atvg4ingthe
same. The seed roots more strongly, and
grows and flowers with eqnal vigor; but
6.re conies the melancholy part-it with-
ers and decays with equal rapidity. The
voyage is too long. Too much is mutually
revealed The matrimonial iron cannot
be struck while it is hot, and long before
the weary ninety days are over it is once
more cold mid black, or at tbo best glows
with but a feeble beat. But on the steam-
ship there is no time for this, as any
traveler knows. Myself-I. the historian
--have, with my own eyes, seen a couple
meet for the finst time at Madeira, get
married at the Cape, and go on as man
and wife in the sante vessel to Natal.
And, therefore, it came to pare that that
very evening a touching. mei, on the
whole. melancholy, little scene was en•
acted near the smoke stack of the Kan•
ga51-(17..
Tombey and Miss Auguste Smithers
wero leaning together over the bulwarks
and watching the phosphoresceet foam go
flashing past. Mr. Tombey we.s nervous
and ill at ease: Miss Smithera very much
at ease, and reflecting this her com-
panion's mustaches would very well be-
come a villain in a novel.
Mr. Tombey looked at the star spangled
sky, on which the Southern Cross hung
low, and he looked at the phosphorescent
sed; but from neither did inspiration
come. Inspiration is from within, and
not from without. At last, however, he
made a gallant and desperate effort.
"Miss Smithers," ho Fetid. in a voice
trembling with agitation
'•Yee, Mr. Tombey," answered Augusta,
quietly; "what is it?"
"Miss Smithers," ho went on-"Miss
Augusta, 1 don't know what you will
think of me, but I must tell you, I can't
keep it in any longer. I love you!"
Augusta fairly jumped. Mr. Tombey
had been very, even markedly, polite, and
she, not being a tool, bad seen that he
admired her, but bhe had never expected
this, aud the suddenness with which the
shot was fired was somewhat bewildering.
.•Why, Mr. Tombey," she said, in a
surprised voice, ''you have only known
me for a little more than a fortnight."
"I fell in love with you when I had only
known you fer an hour." he answered
with evident sincerity. "Please listen to
me. I know I am not worthy of you, but
I do love you BO very (telly, and I would
make you a good husband; indeed I
would. 1 am well off, though, of course.
that is nothing; and if you don't like New
Zealand I would give it up and go to live
In England. Ihr you think that you ran
take me? If yon only knew how dearly I
lore you tan stirs you would."
Augusts sollostist wits WO III
nite teed& The lorideiiily did We
lint.' 'how wits lin sitailiniut sittorrity
of Ills words, oho liked him, mid he
wss goinloinsit• if 010 tottreiod Mtn
;horn would ho ond of ell worries
slot troublea, sod 0140 could pest euntent-
odly on 141* btronit arm. Wontan, even
gifted woman, is riot made to light the
world with her own hand, and the pros-
pect pad allurements. But while she
thought Enstace Meeson's bonny face rose
beret° her eyes, and as it did so a faint
feeling of repulsion to the man who was
pleading with her took form and color in
Ler breast. Eustace Meeson. of course,
was nothing to her, no word or sign of
affection had passed between them, and
the probability was that she would never
set her eyes upon him again. And yet
that face rose up between her and Geis
man who was pleading at her side. Many
women, likely enough, have seen some
such vision from the past and have disre-
garded it. only to find too late that that
which is thrust aside is not necessarily
bidden; for alas! those faces of our de-
parted youth have an uncanny trick of
rising from the tomb of our forgetfulness.
But Atigusta was not of the great order of
opportunists. Because a thing might be
convetrieut. It did not according to the
dietretes of her moral sense follow that it
wits lawful. Therefore, she was a woman
to be reseoeted. For a woman who, except
under most exceptional circumstances,
givee her instincts the lie In order to
pander to her convenience or her desire
for setalth and social ease, is not alto-
gether a woman to be respected.
In a ver; few seconds she had made up
her mind.
"I am very much obliged to you, Mr.
Tombey," elle said; "you have done me a
great honor, the greatest honor a Marl can
do to a woman; but I cannot marry you."
"Are you sure?" gasped the unfortu-
nate Tombey, for his btopes had been
high. '•Is there no hope for me? Per-
haps there is somebody else!"
-There is nobody else, Mr, Tombey;
and, I am sorry to say, you don't know
how much it pains me to say it, I cannot
hold out any prospect that I shall change
my mind."
Ile dropped his head upon his hands for a
minute, and then lifted it again.
-Very well," lie said, slowly; "it can't
be helped. I never loved any woman be-
fore. and I never shall again. It is a
pity"-with a hard, little laugh-"that
so much first class affection should be
wasted. But, there you are; it is all pert
and parcel of the pleasant experiences
which make up our lives. Good-by,
Miss Smithers, at least good by as •
fri'e-1\1:1-can still be friends," she faltered.
"Oh, nn," he answered, with another
laugh; -that is an expanded notion.
Friendship of that nature is not very safe
under ally circumstances. Certainly not
under these. The relationship is antago-
nistic to tlw facts of life, and they, or one
or other of them, will drift either into in-
lifference and dislike, or-something
warmer. You aro a novelist, Miss Smith•
ers; perhaps some day you will write a
book to explain why people fall in love
where their affection is nut wanted, and
what purpose their distress can possibly
serve. And now, once more, good-by!"
and he lifted her band to his lips and
gently kissed it, and then with a bow he
tuirn.roedmaaund lovfenwt.
hich it will be clearly
seen that Mr. Tombey was decidedly •
young man above tho average, and one
who took punishment very well. Augusta
looked after him, sighed deeply, and eveae
wiped away a teas. The ehe turned and
walked aft, to where Lady Holgthursi
was sitting eujoying the balmy septheni
air, through which the great ship was
rushing with outspread sails like some
Lugo white bird, and chatting to thereto-
tain. As the came up, the captain made
Ids Low and departed, saying that he had
something to 1300 to, and for a minute
Lady lIslralou-st and Augusta were left
alo•n•NeVell, Auguste" said Lady Holiest:1st,
for she called her "Augusta" now.
"Well, Lady Ilolmhurst!" said Augusta.
"And what have you done with that
young man. Mr. Tombey-that very nice
young can?" she added, with emphasis.
"I think that Mr. Tom's.), went for-
ward," said Augusta.
The tree womeo looked at each other,
and, woman like, each under:stood what
the other mearit. Lady flolmhurst had
not been altogether innocent in the Tom:
heY"aLffaVlyr. Holmhurst," said Augusta,
taking the bull by the. horns, "Mr. Tomboy
has been speaking to mo and hae"-
"Pwweareed to you," suggested Lady
Holmkurst, admiring the Southern Croft,
through her eyeglasses. "You said he
went forward, you know."
"Ilas proposed to me," answered Au-
gusta, ignoring the little joke. "I re-
gret," she went on Luniedly, "that I
have not been able to fall in with Mr.
Tombey's plans."
"Ah!" said Lady llolmhtirst, "I am
sorry for some things. Mr. Tombey is
such a very nice young man and so very
gentleman like. I thought that perhaps
it might suit your views, and it would
have Amplified your arrangements. But
as to that ,of camere,- while you are in New
Zealand, I shall be able to see to that. Dy
the way, It is understood that you come
to stay with us for a few months at Gov-
ernment house before you hunt up yotte
cousin." .
-You aro very good to me,, Lady Holm-
hung," said Augusta, with something
like a sob.
-Suppose, my dear," answered the
great lady, laying bier little hand up's}
Augustale beautiful hale, "that eou were
to drop the 'Lady lloiniburat' and call me
alleselet It sounde so niuch more Beet-
able, you know, and, besides, It is shorter
mei dues net waste so much breath."
The!' Augusta sobbed outright. for her
nmerntesyn.uere kiiii4iadku*:•11,1%. 
m-ela'runst dtvonin'telk,ulIero
said. "I have never had • Mend, arid




Piles! Piles! Itching Piles.
Symptoms-Moisture; intense itching
and stinging; most at night; worse be
seratching. If allowed to continue tu-
mors form, which often tileed and ul-
cerate, becoming very eare. swayne's
ointment stops the itching and bleed-
lug, heals ulceration, and lfi Moat cases
removes the tumors. At draggiste, or
by mein for eel cents. Dr. Swayrie tt
Son, Phil idelphla.
The theory that the people of Fier!
da are reveling hi X yellow-lever epi-
demic (wrier to keep politicians out of
the Porte id 'molly teea141s. politicians
and grasshoppers are vet)! ittltiot log
when they settle in swarms 00 it cern-
munity, but they 11141 1101 so deadly as
yellow-fever.
• -
That Rarest of Combinatiors.
True delicacy of flavor with true etll
(lacy of action has been obtained in the
remote' Centre-tile liquid fruit remedy,
Syrup of Figs. Ito pleasnet Mate end
beneficial effects home rendered it im-




Several persons engaged in firing to-
bacao in a barn tlear Slaughtersville
became 'evolved in a free fight. Jive
Hall and an old man named Ilusky got
into hot words, when Husky drew his
knife and moved on Hall. The latter
party to defend himself seized upon a
jug sitting close by, filled with hard
cider, and with this knocked his antag-
onist to the ground, breaking his skull.
It is feared Husky will tile. At or about
the same time Williams and Rains en-
gaged in a fight, and report has it that
Rains get licked. Hard cider wee at
the bottom, so the Gleaner informant
Clarksville Tobacco Leaf.
The case of Jeff Stafford vs. the I.. it
N. railroad for the loss of an arm while
coupling cars on the C. 41, P. division
hist winter. resulted in a verdict yester-
day awarding Mr. Stafford $8,000. The
ease will be appealed.
Clarksville Democrat.
Saturday morning as the excursion-
ists to Princeton were waiting at the
depot for the train, two brothers, Wm.
and Henry Hampton, colored, got into
a difficulty. Wm. was severely hurt by
a lick in the face from a stick which
Henry carried. The fight grew out of
some improper language which Henry
applied to William's wife. Oflloer
Benton made the arreata and brought
them before Judge Bailey, of the city
court, who fined William $4 and Henry
$4 and coat, in default of which Henry
wee sent to jail.
Prinimton Banner;
Saturday mornieg the 8th, the sad
news was flashed over the wires to
(needs at this place announcing the
death of Miss Mack Hamby of Dawson,
the night before at 11:30 o'clock. Miss
Hamby was the daughter of M r. W. I.
Hamby, Dews( u
A singular and fatal accident Is re-
ported as happening st Dehoten, Union
eouniy, Wonky evening, William
i*ettiii, IS years ol *sr oh loll say
is attend sod Its put his pistol
in Ills pants powits1 hafffile 1110/11. flu
droppa41 moil WON striking ham.
mer of hls pistol sepia ling a shell, The
hall antertii the Oilmen, ringing up-
ward, nutting out between the shoulder
blades. Croton was taken home and
died at o'clock Sunday morning.
Tobacco Leaf.
Thos. J. Fuqua, one of the oldest reai-
dents of Lafayette, Ky., died at his
home in that place last Monday, hav-
ing been in bad health for quits a while.
He was a good citizen, a good neighbor,
and was universally respected by all
who knew him. He had reared a large
family of children. He will be greatly
missed in his family and in the county.
Owensboro Inquirer.
Tom Hagan, the distiller at Apple-
gate & Co.'s distillery, whose disappear-
ance was mentioned yeeterday in the
inquirer, has been found, and was found
in a deplorable condition. Yesterday
he went to the Thompson farm, near
Yelvington, and about two miles from
the distillery, and asked for a drink of
water. Ile was without a single rag of
clothing and was evidently crazy.
There were two men present when he
stopped at the farm, and one of them
followed him, to keep him in sight,
while the other went to Yelvington for
assistanev. When help came, the de-
mented fellow was arrested a short dis-
tance from where he was first seen.
He has not been brought to town and it
could not be learned what had been done
with Hui. 11 is craziness is supposed to
be the result of a protracted spree froni
which he was just recovering.
Idilyville Gazette.
Last Sabbath was again a day of ne-
gro brawls In this place. Jim Rankin
and Jim Boyd both colored, engaged in
a quarrel early last Sunday morning and
about 1 o'clock In the afternoon the
quarrel was renewed. Boyd in attempt-
ing to draw his pistol caused it to go off
in his pocket, inflicting an ugly wound
in his thigh, after lie succeeded in get-
ting the weapon out he shot three times
at Rankin, but neither shot took effect.
Rankin clinched Boyd and received a
oevere "bite" on the cheek, which caused
a lump about as large as a goose egg to
adorn that side of his face. It is to be
regretted that Boyd's tuarkmanship both
before and after he got his pistol out
Was so poor.
Henderson Gleaner
One of our leading merchants proposes
to sell his entire stock invoiced at seven
thousand dollars, for eight thousand,
payable when Cleveland is re elected
president of the United States. If Mr.
Cleveland is defeated, of couree the pun
chimer geta the entire stock for nothieg.
An opportunity is hereby (*red any
enthusiastic ltepuhiican to test his back
bone. Crack down or hush up.
The union depot at Princeton has been
completed and is occupied by the Ohio
Valley and Chesapeake, Ohio et, South-
western railways. It is an exceedingly
pretty structure, well arranged for the
convenience of the public and the roads,
and is quite an improvement to the clty
of Princeton. In the future ill trains
will stop at thie station and take on and
put off paseengers. 'nue avoiding the
disagreeable transfer, which has hereto-
fore existed.
Elkton Pregrees. ---
U. S. Idarstall Tom Greer, arrested
near Fairview last week, }km: Jesup
and Net Vaughn, colored, charged with
illicit *Welty dealing
George Miller, living near Danville,
was bitten by a copper-head entire Mon,
day. The bite produced temporary de,
lirium and the young man is still dan-
gerouely ill.
Cadiz Te ephone.
Miss Nancy McKinney. of Saline
Creek neighborhood, died at her home
last week of dropAy of the heart,after a
sickness of two months' duration. The
deceased was a member of the Predes-
tinarian Baptist church.
Mrs. Mary Wood, of the Siloam
church neighborhood in this county,
died last Sunday in the year of her
age, of typhoid fever. She was a lady
of great energy and force of eliaracten
She was a member of the Methodist
church.
The Hank of Cathie, Capt. F. 0. Ter-
ry, cashier, wes opirlied lost Monday for
business and sin& then there lite been
all avalanche of bushier's execiited over
there.
Mr. S G. Steel, tile 1'. S. tnall con•
tractor betweeu here and llopkinsville,
has sublet to Mr. C. In Baker the oon-
tract for carrying the mill between
Cadiz and (Iracey.
Buckles's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulturs, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures l'iles, or no
pay required. It Is guaranteed to give
perfect eatiafact1on, or money refunded,
Price '25 cents per box. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
The Mills bill lued the 1.4 bill are both
expected to tome great itiguerice itp
voters In the doubtful goats.
tr7Failiolife4Dee,apta41.11  in
various parts of the body, .1114111g it5 the
plt of Din stomach, loss of auptalte,
feverlehliess, pimples or sores, are all
positive rviiii nee of pelsoned blood.
No matter how it became poimmed it
meat be purified to amid death. Acker's
English Blood Elixir lies never faded to
remove scrofulous or syphilitic poisons.
Sold under positive guarantee.
B. fauna.
IA 40
An elegant edition of the Child's Bible,
nandsomely and substantially bound, and
a most valuable Wok for old or young,
value 6 SO
Drugs   6 SO
Booth's Manual of Domestic Mediates,
price
Home Library Cyclopedia 
Elegant Large Album 
nix premiums,each a good pocket knife
GO cenia
A floe hat
A fine brace mintiest of bits
• zo.74.1 wheelbarachr
• floe carving knife and fork
TWo premiums, each • double globe





• rood crose-cut saw ready for nee 1 76
A set of knives and ((Irks, 6 each ... I 75
& Patent Buggy shaft Holder 
• commete set of screwlideMIS. MN&
sate 
A good Distant widow 
A pair family Melee 
• good grass blade and speed 
A Waite Butcher's razor  1 NI
A good steel hatchet   : 91
A pair of inch steel scissors  fl
Premiums to be added. rs s
Total east* se
Kver y subwriber to the WIIIELT Now ERA
10 M for one year, at VI 00, geta one ticket. Sub-
set-wen to the Tai -VI' xxittr, at ELM a year,
get two tickets, or for six months, 51.00, osie
ticket U Paper. Stopped Wage thstwerspeiee




411 tobacO0 issorel unless we have 'no
Saved my Child's LI*.
When my child waa barn.
the doctor ordered one of the
other roods She ste that um
tit she nearly died. I had three
doctors, who said tbe trouble
was Indigestion, and ordered
the food changed to Lactatod
Food. It saved my child's life,
and I owe you many thanks
tor it I regard your rood as
hivalnable. and superior to all
other artificial food for babas




150 Noes for $1.00
FOR INFANTS and INVALIDS
THE PHYSICIAN'S fAYORITE.
posia:= j;r:sta.d.iit A9r!omtapaa
BABIES CRY FOR IT
INVALIDS RELISH IT.
Perfectly Nourishes e Baby ad,
or without the addition of milk.
T hree Sixes. 410o. II I .00.
A valuable pamphlet - The Nutrition
of Infants and Invanis," fres.
It HY So lispreiL
"Ws are Using la oar sins.
sery icontaining forty ialaMell
your Lactated rood, soot Sod
it far =parlor to all other tea
which has been used darting
I the mot ten yean Mat I hive
I been Tailing rersidim-
asters of Chertty. who Pm
chart, of the inallattacio. ter
it ha. no anat. •
W. 11.. Ds COMICS, X. D.. N,
Joespbs; PowndLine anise&
Cincinnati. Ohio. 4114
tyvELLs, RICHARDSON & CO., BURLINGTON, VT.'
T. HERNDON. C R 1.1.L-MS .1 T EDWARDS. TOM P. MAJOR.
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
Tobago:34210 Elleala•ssme•ia.
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
Cash ad•anees on Tobatiro in store. or in the hands of responsille farmers and dealers. •11
Tobacco insured while in More at the expenee of owner, except where there is no advance, sod
then withntu written orders not to insure.
cie!iiLicr 4e, is cs €30 cslzoes,c) C:5 CO
Tban any hassle tbe Western Country.
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY,314:02c640207.=1, 2C1r.
Pit": tielV71111\916"Ijittn""glottV'tZtkle?"11,64,1tel,hvfed PAL":
lark 1,14111.0i 111:111 441.164 "irii 111 , rot VII litho maws
awl %also., Auld/ , HI D, EL, MANOSkirON.
Premium List
For the NEW ERA
Drawing
to take place
SAURDAY OCT. 6, 1888.
One fine two-borse 'prim wagon,
manufactured and guaranteed first-
class by C. W. Ducker, llopkinsvilie 
Ky , value $11111 M
A fine breech-loader shot-gun, •alue....75611
One Improved Five Drawer Family Sis-
ter Sewing Machine, with all attach-
ments  14 CC
One "White" Sewing Machine. Roast
male, four draw vs. all attachments.,
sold and warranted by C K. West, Hop-
tinevine, Ky., •ales  90 00
An elegant set of furniture, bedstead,
bureau and waah-stand. sold by Thomp-
son McReynolds, Hopkinsvide, and oa
exhibition at their store, natal  SO 0
A handsome stem-winding gold watch,
for lady, or gentleman, sold and war-
ranted by D. Galbreath Co-, value. - -
I ton of pore raw bone wheat fertile/sr,
Horse Sboe brand, sold by J. It Green •
Co . 46 le
A "Gale spring-Tooth Su ky Harrow sad
Cultivator," the best combined implemest in
use. value   45 01
Twenty premiums, each $2.00 worth of
. Mt 00china or glass ws re..
Thirty premiums. each one year's sub-
30 00scription to the Weekly New kra
A first-rises, standard silver watch,
stem-wind, for gentleman, sold and war-
ranted by L. Gauchat,
Tenn., •alue 
Twenty premiums, each sue mouth's
sutecription to the Tri -week ly New Era
A good family cooking stove. with full






One Lovell Washing Machine, with
hen, b and vi nnger, ntue 6,`
A copy uf Rend. McNally & Co :'s Busi•
nees Atlas of the bt °rid. valued at 15
lee premiums, each a 1,01,50, elegant
41 62 Ou • • • 10 00
one 14 isiwuri Steam Washing Machine,
value.
Dry Goods
A large combined coffee and spice mill,
for family tier









to five dollars in • Bobber Coat. and
at his first half hour s experience In
a st..rm finds to Ms sorrow that It is
hard.y a better protection than a mos-
quito netting. not on y feels charmed
at been so batty taken tn. lout aim
feet* If e dm, aot het exactly like
'ficp4
a,wsis • then 117Men Ord
A eft+++ 4.44++4.4.1.14„tier the men who waists service(not sow) a garment that will keep
him diy in Mc hardest storm. it is
called TOWEICS FISH BRAND
SLICEElt,' a name familiar to every
Cow-hi ail nem the land. With them
ths ouly rket Wed and W
Oat is" foweril Fish ears*
ind take no other.
A .Y.Towsii,20s.einion
sesseameowrovw-wes
T. R. HANCOCK. It. H. COOPER. W. I. PULSES. W. E, RAGSDALE
Hancock, Fraser & Ragsdale,
-P11.01='72,I=r1'01R.B.
MAIN ST. TOBACCO WAkEHOUSE,
CLARKNVILLE. TENN., HOPHINSVILLE, Kr.,
rs eating Exchange. 10 & 1 I Main Street.
F. R. HANCOCK, . Salesman W. E. 11.10sDALE, Salesman.
W. J. ELY, ... .. .. Book-keeper T. B. VAIRLEIGH, Book-keeper.
Special Attention to Sampling and Selling Tobacco. Liberal Advances
Riede on Consignments.
instructions to the mintrare.
• ,
TRT • r-714.0;4-. F. ikrz, rsbzmpr.
Forwerly int N ItLSON • JES5, twiner!! Rf D•BNIiir ;15
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants,
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We glve personal attention to Inspection and Sale of every Hogshead of Tobac-
co consigned to us.
Liberal advaneement merle on Tubule) hi store. All Tobacco insured at cost of
owner tinleos wrItten inatriictiono tO the contrary.
H. G. ABERNATHT. E0 6' LONG
.11.1:sprszteatlalir cfir, C.113.44 •
Successors to ABERNATHY & po. j
entral Tobacco Warehouse
No 2so, Worth 'MI4.4.1 Ninth Street, otte clitiate from Depot.
A 11 Inbecco coneigned tr. us will receive our persopal attentive, both In
sampling and selling. Stabler and loaners for teem' end featrieterla
Stovos, Timm Glgssuro CPR Goods
C-LItlemy, 1-iarrIps,
nooing Gatteringail Ottside Work,
Kemearips Smear lied ,e1.111 Pr pp • Se are ow opo liartlee ter, also pile en fords
tilelyanited Opp w,,rp
IC opki IC en Lucky
Cil."..T.Y0I-3[41 0111
JMIATM 1.1M !
Large Stock. Well Aosorted. Prices Low. Work a Specialty.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn
-It
1,74‹.
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